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ABSTRACT
The sexual behavior and social organization of the muskox 
(Ovtbos inoschatus wardi Zimmerman) were studied on Nunivak Island, 
Alaska, in fall 1972 and summer and fall 1973.
Observation effort was concentrated on a single harem group for 
two months, during the height of courtship activity. Movements and 
fluctuations in the structure of this group are documented. There 
was no significant change in mean herd size as a result of the rut, 
suggesting the existence of a basic social unit independent of the 
influence of harem bulls. Harem bulls were in the 6-10 year age 
class. They exerted a stabilizing influence on the harem but did not 
direct its movements.
The rut extended from early July to mid-October. Copulation 
occurred on September 4 and 5. General patterns of sexual and 
agonistic behavior are described. Changes in activity patterns as a 
result of the rut are shown. Bulls displayed more marked changes than 
cows or juveniles. The proportion of time allocated to sexual and 
agonistic behavior increased at the expense of maintenance activity as 
the rut progressed.
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INTRODUCTION
For sexually reproducing animals the behavioral selection process 
preceding the physical exchange of genetic materials at fertilization 
is one of the most powerful forces in evolution. Mate selection, which 
is a major function of courtship behavior, was the mechanism postulated 
by Darwin (1871) in T h D e s c e n t  o f Man and Selection in Relation to Sex 
to explain the existence of the more extreme secondary sexual charac­
teristics. Countless examples are available in nature of the bread 
range of morphologic and behavioral adaptations which evolution has 
produced solely to facilitate the process of fertilization. The fact 
that many of these traits seemed to run counter to the general pattern 
of natural selection by being detrimental for the survival oi the indi­
vidual prompted Darwin to propose a special theory to deal with sexual 
selection. As Darwin pointed out, when examining the evolutionary 
pressures which have led to the development of a species it is essential 
to consider the forces arising from within the group itself as well as 
those imposed by the physical environment.
Living in groups modifies and, in some respects, complicates the 
problem of determining which male will .mate with which female.
Gregarious animals have developed correspondingly complex social 
behavior to cope with this problem. For species such as the muskox, 
which have evolved polygamous breeding systems, determining which males 
will breed has extremely strong imp]icatious for gene frequencies
1
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owithin the popular ion and the long-term evolution of the species.
The work reported in this thesis was part of an overall study of 
the behavior and ecology of the white-faced muskox (Qvlbos moschatus 
w ardi Zimmerman) on Nunivak Island, Alaska. The major objectives of 
this portion of the study were to gain an understanding of the breeding 
behavior and social dynamics of the species which to this point have 
been very poorly understood. Tn order to meet these objectives, I 
sought to observe the behavior of free-living animals as they went 
through a complete cycle of -ourtship activity and to document: the 
changes in relationships which occurred.
THE STUDY AREA
The Nunivak Island habitat presents a set of environmental 
conditions which, are somewhat atypical of muskox range in other parts 
of the world. Tenor (1965) states that this species is normally asso­
ciated with an environment which has been termed a cold desert. The 
high arctic has very little precipitation, light snowfall and wide 
seasonal fluctuation in ambient temperature. Nunivak, in contrast, 
has a maritime climate with more abundant rain and snowfall and a 
temperature regime which is moderated by the influence of the Bering 
Sea.
The island is treeless, although willows up to eight feet high 
are found on a few restricted sites along stream beds. The dominant 
vegetation consists of grasses, sedges, and lov? shrubs. During the 
summer one is struck by the superabundance and lushness of the forage 
available to muskoxen. However, in winter most of this vegetation is 
locked under deep snow and ice. During the winter animals are restricted 
to the coastal dunes and escarpments where winds expose vegetation to 
grazing. The usable winter range constitutes only 1% of the total 
area of the island (Lent 1974). This situation leads to a dense 
concentration of muskoxen during the winter followed by wide disnersal 
in the spring. Bos (1967) has presented a detailed description of the 
plant communities, geology, and physical features of Nunivak Island,
3
4and the reader is referred to this source for further information.
The island comprises an area of about 1700 square miles or
2 , .
4403 km . The dimensions are 130 km in length by 97 km in width.
It is located 30 km off the mainland between 166°0G'W and 168°30'W
longitude and latitudes 59°43’N and 60°30 *3?. The village of Nekoryuk
on the northeastern end, with a population of 300, is the only permanent
settlement.
The terrain is relatively flat with widely separated, low rolling 
hills. This factor plus the shortness of the vegetation permitted an 
observer to sight muskoxen at long range., particularly when he was 
located on a vantage point.
There are no physical barriers to muskox movements on Nunivak 
though much of the interior of the island is marshy and consequently 
receives little use. •
The majority of behavioral observations were made on the 'western 
end cf the island (Figure 1).
5Figure 1. Map of Nunivak Island showing areas where observations 
were conducted.
THE STUDY POPULATION
The history of muskoxen on Nunivak began with the release of two 
bulls and two cows in the- summer of 1935, All animals came from a group 
of 34 captured in East Greenland in 1931. After the first four muskoxen 
survived the winter in apparent good health the decision was made to 
transfer the remaining 27 animals to Nunivak in the summer oi 1936- The 
introduction was successful and muskoxen quickly dispersed from the 
release site to occupy all parts of the island.
Bos (3967), Spencer and Lensink (1970) and Lent (1974) have compiled 
the available data documenting the rapid growth of the population 
following introduction. Muskox numbers reached a peak level of 730 
animals in 1968 followed by a sharp decline during the spring of 1969. 
After this major die-off the population continued to decline and reached 
its lowest recent level in the spring cf 1973 at 483.
During the period of the present study the population was estimated 
at 532 (summer cf 1973) and appeared to be increasing.
Productivity of the Nunivak herd is among the highest recorded for 
the species. Table 1 summarizes existing data for calves as a percentage 
of the total population. Aside from a somewhat questionable observation 
by Urquhart (3.973) the data from Nunivak and Devon i viands (Hubert 1974) 
show the largest proportion of calves yet reported. Urquhart's (1973). 
record is so unusually high that, if correct, it must reflect a
6
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population with a relatively large number of females. Unfortunately, 
no composition data jr. available to determine this.
In any case, a much more, meaningful way of looking at productivity 
is to consider the number of calves relative to the number of repro­
ductive age cows. Table 2 shows comparable data from the literature 
and the present study. Looking at the data in this way it can be seen 
that calving rates on Nunivak are much higher than anywhere else. This 
high race of calf production can most probably be attributed to high 
levels of nutrition. Utermohle (in Lent 1974) has measured standing 
crop biomass on certain portions of Nunivak winter habitat, and found
it to be significantly greater than on at least one other area of muskox
2 • 2
range. Values he reported range from 2.32 kg/m to 3.34 kg/m . The 
areas he sampled had been subjected to winter grazing by muskoxen.
Hubert (1974) collected similar data on Devon Island and found values
2 o _
ranging from 0.176 kg/m” to 0.921 kg/m4- on grazed winter range and from
2 2
0.275 kg/m to 0.943 kg/m” on vegetation protected by enclosures.
Unfortunately there ate no comparable quantitative data from 
other locations to determine how representative Hubert's data are. of
the total Canadian muskox range. Nevertheless, it is generally known that
primary productivity in the high arctic is quite, low.
That nutrition affects fecundity has been well documented in the 
literature, on a wide range of ungulates. Factors which are primarily 
responsible for the high reproductive rate of the. Nunivak population are 
that females frequently produce calves in successive years and breed 
at two years of age. It is generally assumed for high arctic populations
8
Table 2. Estimated calves per adult cow.
Lo cat- ion _  _
Thelon Game Sanctuary 
Fc s ! i e L «• P ei\ i n s u .1 a 
Lake Haaen 
Devon Isl.
Da von I s l ,
Devon Isl.
Devon Isl.
Devon Isl.
Devon Isl.
Devon Isl.
Nunivak 
Munivak 
N u;) 1 vak 
Nun1vak 
Nunivak 
Nunivak
Year M onth of Survev
1952 Summer
1951 June
1953 Summer
1970 Angus':
1971 May
1971 June
1971 J uly
1972 May
1973 May
1973 August
1965 July-August
1966 J une-July-Augus
1963 July
1970 July
1971 September '
1973 Juue-July
Calves per female Calves per female 
3 yrs -r __________4 yrs +________ Source
>.31 iener 195'
------- 0. .20 !• It
-------- 0.17 " "
0.46 -------- Hubert 19 7^
0,52 —  -  -
■; .r
0.57 -------- I? It
0.4 3 -------- 1 j »»
0.52 -------- 1! II
0.60 -------- M ..
0.60 — .» M
0.83 Dos 1967
0.85 -------- I T  H
0. 50 0.67 Refuge Repi
0.27 0.36 " "
0.65 0.35
♦» * t
0.3 7 0.39 Tills study
VO
that cows normally calve in alternate years (Tener 1965, Freeman 1970). 
In addition Tener (1965) reports that: cows in "he nigh arctic do not 
give birth until at least four years of age-
Thomson and Ailken (1959) have shown that poor nutrition does not 
delay the attainment of puberty in domestic sheep but that low levels o 
nutrition may alter fertility of ewes in their first esters. Ale^.dal 
(1971a) documented the earliest ages of calving (two cows calving at tv 
years of age) in wild muskoxen. These observations are from i nraa.ll, 
introduced herd in the- Dcvre mountains of Norway. He attributed this 
early sexual maturity to the abundance of forage and the early onset 
of the growing seaso >. Both of these factors air probably responsible 
for the relatively early breeding of females on Nunivak, There is 
evidence, that few three-year-old eov.'s produce tiabie calves during year 
with unusually harsh winter conditions (Lent 1974). This is in keeping 
with the findings presented above.
Cslvi Tig in siicco.sa-ivc v(-sr& Ccvn ?,.!;>o bs vZ-.1.2.ti-td Lo ruiulw nuciri.ti.ori 
Although cal ves were seen, to nurse during the rut they graced exten­
sively. The short duration and infrequency of nursing bouts indicate 
that milk was a minor oonxcr.ent of the calf's diet in late summer.
Whore forage was of low quality, however, calves might require larger 
amounts of milk tv supplement their intake of plant material. Thus 
insufficient: fa rave might not only tend to deplete the cow’s condition 
directly but would necessitate higher milk production and enforce a 
longer period of dependency in her calf.
Baker (1964) has shown; that when domestic cows are in poor
10
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condition, nursing tends to inhibit the incidence of pregnancies. 
This would provide a mechanism which could give rise to calving in 
alternate, y e a r s .
Mill HODS
The bulk, of data presented here was collected in the field from 
June 5 to Oct'-her 4, 197J. Two weeks were also spent: on Nunivtk in 
the fall of 1972, from. August 24 to September 8 , 1972. Addir ic ial 
information, was gathered from observations of captive, muskoxen at the 
Institute ef Northern Agricultural Research farm at College, Alaska, 
during the breeding seasons: of 1972 and 19/3.
Classification of Muskoxen by Sex-Age Classes 
Whenever muskoxen c.ame under observation, an attempt was made to 
classify animals according to sex and age categoj ics. it was possible 
to assign individuals to ten distinct classes as follows: calves,
male yearlings, female yearlings, male two-year-o ids, fe.mr’e two-year- 
olds, three year males, three year females, four year plus females, 
four year males, and five year plus males. Table 3 .nd figures 2-17 
shew the definitive characteristics of these categories.
Bulls older than 4 years were assigned a rank number from one to 
ten according tc their estimated ages. Indicators uch as the size of 
the space between the hern bases, weathering of tr-. corn boss and 
general condition of the horns were used to determine age. Thus a class 
1 bull would be approximately 5 years old. A class ten bull would be 
among the oldest encountered.
12
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Table 3. Characteristics of various sex-age classes in muskoxen.
1. Calves : Mo evidence of horns; pelage short, cutly; prominent white
patch on forehead; sexes canr.ot be differentiated except 
by urination stance (Figure 2).
2. Yearlings: Slightly larger; straight, guard hairs not covering legs
short horns extending out and forward; large white patch 
on forehead. (a) Kales: horns thicker, more conical 
(Figures 3 and 5); (b) Females: horns flattened dcvso-
ventrrlly (Figures 4 and 6).
3* 2-Year-Olss: Body size of yearlings and 2-year-olds cvcclops;
rotund configuration; iegs partly covered by guard hairs; 
prominent forehead patch. (a) Males: horns heavy, jutting 
forward (Figures 7 and 9); (b ) FamaJ.es: horns depressed 
slightly and upcurving, thin (Figaros 8 and 10).
4. 3-Yea r-OJ cle: (a) Male: Body larger than female, smaller than matur
bull; horns heavy, depressed ar.d upeutving; horn base 
enlarged; smell forehead patch; upper legs covered by 
guard hairs (Figures 11 and 13). (b) Females: body similar
to mature cow; born depression almost maximum; prominent 
forehead natch; upper legs covered by guard hairs (Figures 
1 2  and 14).
5. Kales: Nearly maximum body size; horn shape and tip to
tip spread almost maximum; horn boss enlarged; gap between 
horn bases; forehead patch reduced (Figure 15).
Table 3, continued.
6. 4j-Year ~P1us_Female: Maximum body size; forehead patch reduced;
horn bases enlarged and ex;.used (figure 16).
7. 5~Y»-ar-?lus Male: Maxim nn body size-: horn boss very large, cracke
forehead patch almost forced out by horn base; s.to..11 gap 
between horn bases, decreasing * Ith ago (Figure 17).
.V;
15
Figure 2. Calf.
16
Figure 4. Yearling female.
Figure 3. Yearling male.
17
Figure 5. Yearling male.
18
Figure 6 . Yearling female.
19
Figure 8. Two-year-old female.
Figure 7. Two-year-old male.
20
Figure 9. Two-year-old male.
21
Figure 10. Two-year-old female.
22
Figure 11. Three-year-old male.
Figure 12. Three-year-old female.
23
Figure 13. Three-year-old male.
24
Figure 14. Three-year-old female.
25
Figure 15. Four-year-plus male.
26
Figure 16. Four-year-plus female.
27
Figure 17. Adult bull.
28
Identi f? cat Ion o_£ IndividuaI__Aniisals 
in addition tc being able to recognize sex and age classes Lt 
was considered essential tc- distl nguish different groups and to identify 
individuals within a group for detailed analysis of social, interations.
Although we were refused permission by the Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game r.o capture and murk animals it was still possible to 
identify groans and iudividusIn with some certainty. Hercs weio iden­
tified by composition and the presence cf one or more distinctive 
animals. When repeated contact was maintained with a group over a 
length of time, this method proved tc be adequate.
Individuals within a hard were assigned tn identification number 
whenever there was more chan one member of a sex-age class within the 
group. Individual recognition was often possible using variations 
in characteristics such as color or horn shape. Uncervool shedding 
patterns provided an excellent basis for recognition of certain indi­
viduals. The wool clings to the guard hairs on the neck and shoulders 
in large sheets as it is shed.
Facial features, particularly the amount: of white on the face, 
could also oc used to separate indi v iduals. Several animals had broken 
horn tips or damaged bosses which provided an additional means of 
identiiication. When e fairly smell group was obsnrred ever a period 
of several days, it was usually possible to recognise every individual 
viLh 1 ittle diff leu1 1 y .
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Markina K fforts
In order to document the movements of lone bulls, a more positive 
identification svstem was required because these individuals w-.re seen 
infrequently. Several methods were experimented vith for applying water 
soluble fabric dye. Simply placing the dry powder in a plastic bag with 
a small quantity of water and throwing It at the animal proved most 
successful. The dye subsequent.!y spread and was highly visible, 
particularly in. the light hair on the back of the neck ana hurtp. Five 
bulls were marked using this technique.
Cbsevvution Techniques
All observations were conducted on the ground in close proximity to 
the study animals. Whenever animals came under observation, I attempted 
to keep an uninterrupted record of activities for as long as possible.
To maintain continuity, I made an effort to relocate a given herd on 
subsequent days. This proved to be quite successful once harem formatioi 
began and daily movements became more restricted. One group was 
repeatedly observed, over a period of nearly two months at the latter 
part of the study period.
Continuous observation was maintained for as long as 14 hours by 
changing observers. It was rarely practical for one observer to remain 
with the animals for more than 8 hours at a time due to exposure to 
harsh 'weather conditions and the need to spend several hours walking 
from camp t.o the location of the herd. The second observer was kept 
informed of the movements of the group being observed by using citizens'
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band "walkie-talkie" radios. Switehing of: observers was always done 
so as to minimize disturbance to ttoe animals, usually during a period 
when all animals were resting.
The total time of systematic observation was 208 hours. Figures 
18 and 19 show how this time was distributed both seasonally and 
diurnally.
By walking along ridges and hill tops each morning, it was usuall) 
possible to find the herd within a few miles of their location on the 
previous dav. However, when weather or other factors caused a long 
delay between contacts, it sometimes became very difficult to relocate 
a group.
Data Recordine
When observing a group I recorded the activities of all individual 
Time was noted at thirty-second intervals. Tne duration of cat tain, 
behaviors was measured with a stopwatch. I kept a running account of 
the actions as they occurred, either by writing in field notebooks or 
by dictation into a tlorelco pocket tape recorder.
Categories were developed to cover the behavioral repertoire 
of the muskox. A symbol was assigned to each behavioral category and 
entered into the fraId notes 'whenever that behavior was noted. The 
notes were than transfer red to edge punch cords (L--Z Sort Systems Ltd.) 
and the cards were punched with the appropriate code. This system 
allowed me to extract all observations of any particular class of 
behavior. Information on the- sex-age class of interactants in social
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T i m e  o f  Day
Figure 18. Distribution of observation time over a 24-hour day.
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Figure 19. Distribution of observation time over the summer.
encounters was also entered on the cards, which permitted further 
selectivity in sorting data.
Whenever an animal was out of view or observations were stopped 
for any other reason, this was noted and the total fires ol: observation 
for that animal was reduced accordingly.
Still ana cine photogrepny was used extensive];, to document 
behavioral sequences and tor subsequent identificar.ion ''i d aging of 
animals, Movie footage was particularly useful in supplementing 
written descriptions of behavior. Drawings were done from both, still 
photographs aid movie frames.
Muskox Response to Observers 
Muskoxen are not particularly difficult, to approach. The animals 
were most easily alarmed by seeing an upright human figute in •.notion. 
When oi)serviug animals a silo was chosen which offered comp].etc conceal­
ment if possxbxo or at least reduced the apparent sice of the observer. 
Muskoxen appear to have fairly acute eyesight and were especially aware 
of movement alone the skyline.
Although cnc species scent; net to be strongly oriented toward 
olfaction as a means or detecting enemies, a combination of both visual 
and olfactory svtnuii was usually enough to disturb the groun and alter 
their behavior. When the wind war ukw/. ruble, the animals would 
frequently look toward my position which made it very difficult for me 
to move undetected. Where the terrain offered little concealment, one 
or more animals sometimes become aware of the. observer's ptesence. The
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h e r d ’s response, to this situation varied. if tnc first animal were a 
calf or a yearling, adults generally ignored bira and tie quickly lost 
interest. If, however, I was observed by an adult, the entire herd 
wou'J ti soon be looking in my di rection, tty ronaii.ing motionless while 
attention was focused on me or preferably, dropping completely out 
of sight, I soon became less remarkable and the group returned to their 
normal activities.
The. observer to subject distance was generally 30 to 100 in for 
regular observations. Though it was usually possible to approach to 
as clc.se as 5 '.a or less, extended observation at tens distance was not 
possible and such close proximity was unduly harrowing for both subject 
and observer.
it was amply demonstrated throughout tne study period that muskoxen 
do habituate to the presence oi: humans. Oven niter an extended period 
of contact on ore particular day, they tended to be math move tolerant 
of movement and it became loss important to remain fully concealed. The 
one group that was followed for nearly two months accepted human 
presence very well and only or. rare occasions aid they take fright.
3 ;^
RESULTS
T h e J  uJ:
The rut of a species has been defined by Struhsa'-'er (1967:31) as 
"the. periodically recurring sexual arousal of that spc-cies.1’ Fraser 
(1969:86) compares the commencement. of the rut. to a "dramatic puberty." 
However, as extreme as the behavioral charges associated with the rat 
are, levels of sexual activity rise and fall gradually so that it is not 
possible to establish rigid temporal bounds i'c r the period of the. rut 
in muskoxen. For the purposes of this paper, the rut was considered 
to begin with the first observations of courtship pattern.?, and the 
formation of harem groups and end with the decline in sexual activity 
and the subsequent breakup of the harem structure. On hhtoival.. this 
period extended from early July to mid-October.
Sexual Behavior of Mai es 
In this species courtship interactinns are mainly the dominion 
of the male. Although endocrine cycles of females may ultimately 
dc-ternd.no the timing of insemination, ti.e male is almost exclusively the 
driving force in the long sequence of events preceding copulation. His 
relationship to cow groups goes from extreme apathy or even aversion 
during the pre-rut period to tut flagging almost constant courtship 
activity at the height of the rat.
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During t.l«e pre-rut period bulls lour years and cider were more 
frequently seen as lone individuals or in pairs than as members of 
mixed sex herds. Of the pro-rut herds, 58 percent included no mature 
bulls while only 1] percent were without bulls during the rut. Data 
for 1965 and 1966 derived from Bos (196“'> shows a similar trend with 
figures of 20 and 6 percent respectively.
Harem, formation began early ir. July. On July ’7, the first bi.'i.l- 
cow interactions were seen. Those were not strictly courtship patterns 
but could mere accurately be termed herding actions in which the bull 
controlled dispersal from the herd and began to assert his influence 
on group stability. Although, the bull's behavior was similar to that 
show, later in sexual ac.vanc.es, the cows invariably reacted by running 
toward the group, apparently interpreting the approach as a threat.
By late July courtship patterns w w e  being seen regularly. Bulls 
approached females as before to initiate courtship activities but at 
this time the c-ow.v were more likely to stal'd for the bull’s attention. 
Now that cows were remaining stationary, the bull was able to perform 
more elaborate courtship sequences. The fact that only preliminary 
patterns were shown at this stage of the rut is interesting bee.-:-use it 
was my impression that: the cow would have permitted mounting even though 
she were not in e.-.trus. Cows were rarely seen to jump away from the. 
bull au is the case in many other species. deist (1971) reports that 
in mountain sheep the anestrons ewe attempts to intet rupt courtship and 
rid herself of the ram;. He also found that, like, muskoxen, mature rams 
rarely attempted to mount an anesrrous ewe. Walther (1968) and KrHmer
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(1969) saw similar male behavior in gazelles and chamois.
In tl'.e last weeks before cows came into estrus, the bull was 
active in almost continual testing of potential breeding females and 
even directed sexual interest toward yearlings and calves. The peak 
of rutting activity for one. herd occurre.ri during the first week of 
September somewhat later than lias boon reported by previous authors 
(Jensen 1904, Marraiche 1910, Pederson 1931, Tenor 1S54, 1965). At this 
time, over a period of a few' days several copulations presumably with 
insemination, were seen. Estrus in the six cows of that harem 'was 
very closely synchronized but since calving may occur anywhere from 
early April to late June this could not be true for the entire population. 
Intra-group synchronization of estrus has been reported for c. number of 
ocher species (Fraser 1968).
Once cows had been mated the level of sexual activity shown by 
the bull declined rapidly. There is some difficulty in quantifying this 
change in that a few' days after copulations -.cere observed the harem bull 
was replaced by another and reduction in courtship activity may be merely 
a reflection of individual differences in bulls. There are measurable 
differences in the libidinal levels of males of other species (horse:
Hafez et al. 1969c; domestic cattle: Hafez et. al. 1969b; sheep, Hafez 
et al. i969a). In tact the latter haiera bull did seen to be less active 
than the former bull but since the first bull had also begun to reduce 
his level of sexual activity I considered it to be a general trend.
It would hypothetically be advantageous for the bull to remain with 
the Harem even though all femal.es had forac into estrus and been mated,
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so long as his energy expenditure was not too high, since there remains 
the possibility that a cow might not have conceived and would therefore 
enter a second estrus. Thus, tasting should be expected to continue 
at. a low level for some t.ime and indeed ihi r> was the case. evidence 
of. the practicality of this strategy was seen on June 20 , 1973 when a 
newborn calf was observed. Extrapolating back, using 33-36 weeks as 
the length of the gestation period (Alendal 19 71b) , results in an 
estimated conception date early in October.
Behavior Patterns
Behavior patterns involved in courtship by bull raur.boxen have been 
described by Gray (1573). However, since he observeJ very little sexual 
activity in his study population most of the descriptions were based 
on few observations. Therefore-., a more detailed account of observed 
courtship patterns is presented hare.
Although there are no rigid distinctions between categories of 
behavior, the following ten components were most frequently displayed 
in heterosexual interaction and are therefore termed courtship patterns:
1. Orientation toward a cow
Before a bull approached o cow he shifted his orientation to face 
her in an alert posture with his head up and feet firmly planted. This 
posture was Keen in other contexts, ouch as an aggressive orientation 
toward .'mother bull or toward a human. The stare was directed with such 
fixity that the object of the ball's attention was usually quite apparent 
to the human observer.
2- -1:1® fjPP roac '*
As the bull moved from the orientation stanca he dropped his head 
so that- the muzzle was held lev, with the race perpendicular to the 
ground. Ik- walked toward the cow with slow, deliberate steps, swinging 
the head from side to side as he moved bat keeping his attention firmly 
focused on her. The pattern was identical in both sexual and agonistic 
advances, the most import ant component being his fixed concentration on 
the object of his approach.
Cray (1973:144) states that he was unable to determine that an 
approach was in progress until the bull had made contact with the cow. 
During the present study I found that I could usually anticipate an 
approach when the bull assumed the orientation stance. The direction­
ality of the bull's stare gave, an indication as to which cow was to be 
approached. Her reaction to the approach further confirmed my prediction. 
Whenever a cow sew the bull orient:ng toward her aha became agitated and 
stopped feeding. As he moved toward her in the head-low apprea-r h she 
became increasingly agitated and often ran to neet him, thereby ""'amoving 
the threatening frontal aspect of the- bull from her sight as quickly as 
possible. If she were, resting she showed her apprehension by moving 
her head, wiggling the ears and sometimes rising to her feet,
3. Positioning .
As the bull moves into contact with the cow, the pair take up one 
of a number of stereotyped orientations in relationship to one another.
The bull and cow remain together for extended periods this way in close 
proximity, usually with a great deal of body contact. The amount: of
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contact in a particular position ranged from full length to none at all 
where the position was held with a slight separation between the animals.
Although there is a great deal of variability in positioning, all
positions are variations of four basic patterns.
a. Bull-behind. The bull usually took up this position after 
approaching a cow from the rear. Most commonly the bull stood 
behind the cow with his body axis in line with hers. His head 
could either be in contact with her rump or come distance behind
her. initially he remained in the head-low posture with his
h e m  bosses slightly below the level of her aao-genital region. 
From here he could raise the head to nose the vulva or perform 
any number of other courtship techniques. Frequently the buii 
stood behind the c.ov for seme time-, maintaining a constant space 
between them. As she moved ahead short distances, he waited 
for her to stop, then moved to his original position. Sometimes 
the bull moved up to stand with his body axis offset from hers 
resting the inside horn against her flank,
b. Parallel and Opposite. In this position, the cow and bull
stood together with the axes parallel but reverse head orien­
tation. Usually, they kept full lateral contact but sometimes 
remained a short distance apart. Frequently the bull stimulated 
the cow to move ahead by buttiug with Iris nose, hooking with a 
horn or performing a Laufschlag against her body. As she moved 
by him, he turned with her, sniffing the vulv-a as she passed.
c. Parallel. Body axes were again parallel but head orientation
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was in the same direction. Few courtship patterns were per­
formed from tnis position.
d. Perpendicular. This position was most variable. The only 
constant characteristic was that the body arcs of the two per­
forming animals were perpendicular.
Figure 20 is a symbolic representation of the permutations of these 
four positions which cere observed in courting muskoxen.
e. Circling,. /although the initial position was fuiroewnat predic­
table on the basis of the direction of approach, the pair 
often moved into several different orientations daring a 
single courtship bout. The cow usually remained stationary
or moved only short distances when changing position. In 
moving around the cow the bull often maintained maximum body 
contact brushing against her with some force. The cow usually 
leaned toward the bull to counteract this pressure.
The behavior pattern which I have described here for muskoxen, 
resembles an abbreviated tending bend or HUt.en (Schlceth 1961) , which 
has been reported for a number of gregarious, ungulates. This bond 
occurs in domestic cattle (Schlooth 1961), caribou (Lent 1965), btsars 
(McHugh. 1958, Lott 1974) and mountain sheep (Geist 1971). In these 
species the tending bond probably developed as a response to heavy 
competition between males for the favors of estrous females. iince 
competing trtal.es are ever-present, n dominant male must remain in the 
vicinity of the female as long as she ie receptive in order to prevent 
another bull from impregnating her. Because of the harem system, bull
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Figure 20. Variations in positioning.
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muskoxen do not have to deal with constant competition for females. 
Therefore, if the tending bond is functional there must be another 
explanation for its existence. A very important result of this behavior 
may be to help suppress the female’s inherent fear of the bull's approach 
and to prepare her for the intense fear-producing act of mounting and 
copulation. Gregarious animals must deal with two conflicting drives 
in their expression of herd behavior: the drive to associate with
members of their: own species and an opposing fear of close contact (Estes 
1974a), Courts l ip necessarily violates the individual or socioi di s­
tance (Hedigor 1961) within which an animal is highly vulnerable to 
attack by a consgeci tie. Courtship ritual develops to temporarily 
permit access by the mule within the female's personal perimeter. Cow 
mnskoxea are very much dominated by bulls ana are visibly uneasy when 
approached by ore. In this species a direct head.-low approach is a. 
high-level three; . The male's behavior i,i a sexual apptouch was indis­
tinguishable from a threat directed toward another bull or toward a 
human observer. Positioning removes this frightening frontal aspect of 
the bull from the cow's sight. She runs to him rather than away, thereby 
removing the fright stimulus as quickly as possible. Trie cow seemed 
to favor the parallel and opposite orientation which is the antithesis 
of the head to bead threat.
in aduj tioii to the removal ol this visual t hr ■: •:, positioning 
place.1; the bull within the individual distance of the cow and forces 
her to accept body contact and related potentially frightening movements 
which arc a necessary part of courtship. As intern:.vp courtship
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Figure 21. Harem bull and cow in perpendicular position.
Figure 22. Bull performing head-twist as he circles the cow.
proceeds for several weeks prior to mating there is plenty of time 
for the. cow to habituate to the close, approach of the. bull. This would 
tend to reduce the probability that she will run. from him at the 
critical mome at.
Schloeth (1961) has suggested that "guarding'1 in cattle is derived 
from the nursing orientation of the calf. This hypothesis also would 
seem to be a reasonable explanation for the origin of positioning in 
muskoxen. The parallel and opposite postarc- and the perpendicular 
position with the bull’s head against the cow’s flank are very siriiar 
to nursing stances. The bull was frequently seen to- butt the cow's 
flank or inguinal region with his no.se fror. these positions much as 
the calf butts while nursing. Mimicry of juvenile patterns by the bull 
may serve to reduce the cov/'s apprehension -• f the close approach, bv 
imitating a non-fear-producing situation, i.e., the approach of -a calf. 
Cray (1973) also noted the similarity between sore aspects of muskcx 
courtship behavior and cow-calf relationships.
4. Head twis_t
Gray (19 73) briefly described this pattern. It was displayed by 
the bull v.'he.n in close contact with the cow. Most commonly .it was done 
as the bull circled but could be ev.yeuu.d from a stationary position 
or during the last part of an approach. In this display the bull 
.started from tno head-low posture hut rotated the head toward the cow 
bringing the muzzle into contact with her body. Hi- gait was stiff and 
exaggerated as he moved around bar in the position (Figure 22). The
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pattern strongly resembles the head tilt seen In agonistic displays 
but the orientation is toward the receiver rather than away. In addition 
the hend-tilt is primarily a visual display but the bead-twist is 
performed too close to the cow for It to have -such visual significance.
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Olfactory Investigation of the ano-genital region by the. male is 
a common component of the courtship ritual of most maansals. In muskoxen
the bull generally -niffs the cow's vulva soon after the approach rad
again several times during a courtship bout. The bull lilts b.;.c muzzle 
to the level of the ano-genital region either, from behind or from the 
side (Figure 23). Often the bull butts or horns the cow, forcing her 
to move ahead f~oa the parallel and opposite, position so that he can 
inspect the perin.eyx. as she passes. .
In other ungulates the m l  a licks the perineal. ar~a a a ring the 
sniff (sheep; Osist 1971; domestic cattle: Hafez et al. 19'5?b; mountain 
goat: Geist; 1964; and elk: Struhsaker 1S67) . Because the guard hairs 
on the female's rump usually obscured the. bull's muzzle it was not 
possible co determine whether licking occurred, although bulls sometimes 
performed tongue flicking movements after backing away from the cow.
Olfactory inspection of the vulva is presumably one of the methods
the bull uses to determine the =.%stroys state of the cow. The importance 
of olfactory clues was shown by Lindsay (1965) who compared the behavior 
of normal and ar.osoic sheep. Those which bad their olfactory reception 
experimentally impel red courted cat r j u s  and nriestrous ewes with equal
5. Snii.fing o f re a r
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Figure 23. Bull nosing ano-genital region of yearling female.
Figure 24. Bull making Flehmen after nosing ano-genital region of 
yearling female.
AS
frequency. Normal rams were able to discriminate in favor cf estrous 
females.
Although the mechanism by which a male detects estrus in a female 
is poorly understood, the presence of the breakdown products of repro­
ductive. hormones in the urine of estrous females may be one clue 
(Fraser 1368). .Since it is poor strategy for the bull to attempt to 
copulate with unreeeptive cows, the ability to accurately determine 
the endocrine balance- in her body before trying to mount would be 
highly advantageous .
6. The H e ’in?en
Bull muskoxen, like mo sr. male ungulates, perform Fleh.tnen in response 
to certain olfactory sfciauii (Figure 2A). Upon receiving the releasing 
odor, pcrticularly from the fresh urine of a female, the male gees into 
a stiff stereotypic posture with his head raised and the. r.uc.ole ex­
tended. The mouth is partially open and the upper lip evented. If 
the bull moves at all while '.'.aught up in the Flchmen it is only a few 
short steps. His total attention appears to be concentrated on the 
performance cf the lipcurl and the stimulus which produced it.
Flehracn was displayed most frequently following ano-genital in­
spection of a r.ov but was also seen after the bull nosed the ground 
directly behind her. It is likely that in these cases he was reacting 
to the odor of urine or feces on the ground. .
Mountain sheep (Ceist 19711 and domestic sheen (Orubb and Jewell
1973) as well as many other female ungulates, urinate upon being
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approached by the male. Ceist (1971) has suggested that by urinating 
for the ram the ewe reduces the. amount: of harassment she must endure 
since she is able to escape, from him while he is immobilized in the 
olfactory response. Cow muskoxen also urinate while being courted by 
the bull although the frequency' of this response could nor. be accurately 
determined because of the long guard hairs on the cow’s rump. Judging 
by the stance oi the cow during ano-geu1tai inspection it would appear 
that they urinate tor the Lull rather often. The reaction of the bull 
is a further indication that this was the case, jfn any event, the cow 
rarely mado use of her opportunity to escape the bull even though be
was incapable of following her for an average of 11 sue, the mean duration
of the Flehmen. Nevertheless Flchmea still serves to reduce the
levels of harrnssiftent directed toward the cow in that it may allow a
male, to more ef tec Lively evaluate her receptivity.. The F] earner! response 
is apparently a tuechanfam for prolonging the reter.fion of ati odot by 
closing off the external nates and trapping i f .  in contact with the 
nasal olfactory epithelium (Dagg and Taub 1970). Estes (1974b) has 
presented a convincing argument which suggests that the FIehmen serves 
to introduce odors into the vomeronasal organ. The major function of 
this organ, according to Estes (1974) is the detection of pheromones 
in the urine. Any behavior which would permit the bull to more 
accurately ascertain the reproductive status of l!w cow in advantageous 
to both partners in that it reduces unnecessary energy expend!ture and 
enhances the probability that the timing of copulation will be correct.
If the bull limi ts h.ts courtship of runes trous females to preliminary
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testing, then it is highly adaptive for the female to provide, him with 
clues to indicate her condition. Since she can't really elude him if 
he is determined to court her, she will receive miniiu.il harrassment by 
standing and permitting him to fully assess her physiological state 
through olfaction.
7. Lanfshlag
The symbolic foreleg kick or Icfschlag (Wulthcr 1953) occurs 
very commonly in the. muskox courtship ritual. This kick is a generalize 
ungulate pattern found in giroflids and most bovids (Geist 19.'i).
When, executing the kick the bull holds the foreleg stiff and 
straight, swinging it forward in an arc. toward the receiver. The 
anterior surface of the hoof and lower leg strike the standing 
recipient on the side, flank, hip, between the hind legs or belly.
If the animal is lying down the Laufschlag may be directed at the back 
or shoulders. It may also be performed In the air without contacting 
the animal to which it is directed.
There are conflicting opinions as to the derivation of this 
ritualized behavior pattern. Walther (1958, 1974} believes it to be 
a relic of primitive ungulate combat. A number of other opinions have 
recently been advanced to explain its origin in other species (Walther 
1974), notably as a mounting intention movement in the lee. it we (Lent 
1969). For muskoxen, Walther!s (1953; hypothesis' still seems to be most 
applicable. The. Laufschlag displayed by this s p e c i e s  does not bear 
a strong resemblance to tine mounting movement. In addition, the foreleg
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kick appeared very regularly with other aggressive components such as 
nose hutting and hooking v;itii the- horns when a hull attempted to 
compel a resting female to rise. In these instances the Laufschlag was 
more than symbolic. The. force of the technique was such that I could 
hear the impact of the bull's hoof against the cow's spine or pelvis 
up to fifty m away. Several of these heavy blows were usually sufficient 
to cause the cow to stand for genital, inspection. Thus a foreleg kick 
appears in two contexts: as a ritualized, relic behavior pattern and as
a viable form of intraspecific aggression.
8. Chin-resting
Although this pattern is quite similar to chin-resting in domestic 
cattle (Hafez et al. 1569b, Svanrey 1966) and ir. elk (Struhsaker 1S67) , 
there is seemingly greatei variability in the behavior in muskoxen chan in 
either cattle or elk. Chin-resting as I use it here is a lifting of the 
bull's head to rest the lower jaw anywhere on the cow's body (Figure 25). 
Chin-resting in cattle is apparently limited to the placing of the bull's 
chin on the cow's rump from, behind. In muskoxen the chin was placed on 
the female's shoulder, hip or side as well as the rump and was performed 
from the parallel and opposite, perpendicular or bul 1-beh.ind positions.
The chin-rest. is usually no:: held for an extended period. The bull 
simply lifts his muzzle to the. dorsal surface of the cow's body and then 
lovers it again.
Chin-resting 1ms been interpreted as a means of preparing the cow 
to accept: the bull':, weight prior to mounting and as another means for
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Figure 26. The rush.
Figure 25. Bull chin resting.
r ^ho
the bull to daternine the cow's receptivity. Non-estrous domestic 
cows avoid the b 11 but cstrous 1* emales push back to counteract, his 
force (Hafez el: a l . 1969b) . This explanation also seems appropriate 
for the chin-resting pattern in n>unko:;.ev;, even chough there a re minor 
differences in the execution of the behavior. Domestic cattle are 
usually bred under unnatural conditions and are not permitted an 
extended pre-ccital courtship period. Nor this reason behavior patterns 
may have been artificially abbreviated.
9. Rush
In this behavior the bull re<1 quickly ct the cow from the bv.ll- 
behind, in line position. He rose slightly on his hind legs and 
collided with some force against, the cow's rear. As she ste.pped forward 
or was pushed by his moment inn I.a slid the throat and chin backwards on 
the rump exerting pressure downward (Figure 26). No attempt was made to 
clasp the cow with the forelegs. Gray (1973) regarded tie rush as being 
an incomplete mownt which was foiled by the cow's refusal to stand. I 
believe it to be a completely separate behavior in which the bull has no 
intention of mounting, possibly a ritual i.ted pattern derived from the 
mount. In many oases even though the cow stood and strongly resisted 
being carried forward the bull did not mount. The rush seems to be a 
logical intermediate step between chin-resting and mounting in which the 
cow is made to carry more of the bull’s weight.
10. M°u.jtj_njj
By lifting the forward part of the. body onto the cow’a rump the 
bull brings the penis into contact with the cow's external genitalia.
The mount must subsequently be ran int.ained long enough to permi t intro­
mission and ejaculation. The mounting attempt was usually begun with 
the bull standing behind the cow, either directly in line or slightly 
off to the side. Me often rested his head against her rump before 
mounting or remained a short distance behind her. he began the mount: 
by charging forward, at the same time shifting his '/eight to the hind 
legs and lifting bis chest onto her rump. In order to maintain his 
position, he must clasp the forelegs in front of the. hip joints at the 
"fix point" (Hul.tnHs 196.1) . The bull moved his forelegs back and forth 
in a running notion in order to pull himself up high enough to make 
the clasp. The movncing posture Is with the head down, nose held 
against the cow’s back (Figure 27) similar to that of bison (McHugh 1938
On several occasions bulls made unsuccessful mounting attempts Oora 
the side, rising up c.n the cow’s back cr shoulders before dropping 
back down.
Pelvic thrusting was rapid and performed, rhythmically for up to 
ten seconds. The forelegs wore continuously in motion along the cow's 
sides to maintain the position until ejaculation had occurred or the 
mount was interrupted.
The ultimate goal of m l a  courtship is to achieve a mount with 
intrcmi ssion and ejaculation. However, accomplishing a successful mount 
Is apparently a rather difficult proposition for the muskox bull. Of
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A8 mounting attempts the clasp was maintained only 16 times even though 
the cow did not try to resist. Several physical factors would seem to 
be responsible for this difficulty. First, there Is a great differen­
tial :in weight between bull and cow. furthermore, most of the weight 
of the bull is concentrated in the front half of his body, which must be 
supported by the cow. Many of the mounting at tempts were unsuccessful 
simply because the cow was forced ahead under the bull’s weight. Also, 
the anatomy of the bull with his deep chest ar.d short legs is not well 
suited to clasping. These conditions make it extremely important that 
the cow does not resist the mounting attempt. The bull, is not physically 
capable of forcing nimself upon the cow and must have her cooperation 
in order to achieve in'.remission. Eliciting this cooperation is one 
of the primary ob.iectivcs of the extended courtship period.
Vocal1tations
As the bull approached a cow he frequently made a low’, drawn-out 
roar. If she had been unaware of his approach, this vocalization 
usually caused her to notice it. The only other vocalization that I 
could detect associated with courtship was a short explosive store 
through the nostrils which was done mostly at close range. This snort 
almost always preceded a rash., an attempted mount or any quick movement 
toward the cow such as the Laufschlag, no.se butting or hooking with 
the horns.
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Sexual heha v.ior direct.ad toward juveniles
Bulls regularly directed certain categories of courtship behavior 
toward animals v/hicli had not reached normal breeding age, specifically 
calves and yearlings. Courtship of juveniles was usually limited to 
genital investigation and preliminary courtship patterns. Mature bulls 
were never seer', to mount a juvenile and mxght. have caused injury to 
the youngc-r animal had they done so. Yearling feir.aaea were courcea 
fairly often but yearling nial.es only rarely. Bulls seldom directed 
courtship toward calves and no sexual preference could be determined.
Sexual behavior directed toward other males
Homosexual behavior among, adult muskoxen is very rare. Unlike 
sheep, which treat all subordinate animals as females regardless of 
sex (Ceist IS71), muskoxen definitely discriminate between the rexes. 
Since all but yearling; males were exc.ludc-d trorn harems there were 
limited opportunities for homosexual behavior to occur. iv?o sequences 
were observed in which a harem bull directed courtship patterns toward 
a yearling male. Both of these, occurred at. the peak of tee rut when 
courtship activity was at Lts highest level. The interactions were short 
in duration and included only investigation of the anal region and posi­
tioning. No sexual interaction vms seen between adult bulls in all-male, 
groups although observations of these groups were somewhat limited.
Sexual _Behavif^r ojiJ^er^ljss 
Response to fourtsh i.p_ ivy _tbr Male
The role of the female in sexual exchanges is rather limited. The 
only thing that is requi rod in order for a successful copula tier, tv; 
take place is that she stand as the bull mounts. There are three 
possible responses the female can ache to the sexual advances of the 
bull. These are:
1. Submission
This is the nest common course. As the bull approaches the cor, 
she stands for him or runs to stand beside him in the parallel and 
opposite position. £be assumes a submissive posture v rtb the he.ad low 
and hind feet placed unusually far forward and apart. As the bull 
directs courtship patterns toward her, she may move in short series of: 
three or four steps at. a time but she does not try to escape from. him. 
Often her movements arc controlled by the bull who bunts or horns h e r , 
causing her to move ahead.
2• Avoidonce
Unreceptive cows sometimes attempted to escape by tunning or 
walking away from too bull as he approached. This response was most, 
frequently seen in cases where the bull approached a cow which had 
strayed from the herd. As the bull approached from the direction of the 
group, the cow ran or walked in a wide circle around him back to the 
herd. When a cow sough.t to avoid the bull, she a]most always ran to join 
the group. This strategy worked fairly veil because the bull in moving 
after her would often begin courting another female and temporarily end
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his pursuit of the first. Nonetheless, successful avoidance of the 
hull was for all practical purposes impossible since the cow always 
had to return to the herd. If the hull persisted in pursuing her, he 
would eventually succeed in his efforts. Cows which stood for the 
bull sometimes attempted to maintain the parallel and opposite 
orientation and thereby prohibit the bull from investigation of the 
vulva. This war; usually not continued very .Long before the bull reacted 
aggressively toward the cow and she cither permitted him to nose her 
ano-genital region or moved away from him. When a cow was approached 
while resting, sire might attempt to avoid courtship by rolling onto 
her side and -stoically accepting the foreleg kicks and butts he directed 
toward her.
3♦ Aggress ion
Instances where cows showed aggression toward balls were extremely 
r. are. The reasons for this are obvious when cue considers the size 
differential between the bull and cow and the probable result of 
unrestrained combat. Female muskoxen do rot pose a serious physical 
threat to the bull and in fact, would fare much worse if he were to 
respond to her aggression with a courtoratrack. Only two cases were 
seen where a cow acted aggressively toward a courting bull. In one of 
these, tne cow kicked with the hind foot at a bull after Lie had pushed 
against her rear with his horn. This was unusual not: only in tnat a 
female vented aggression on a male but she also used a defensive 
technique which had not been used by other muskoxen. The other instance 
was where a two-year-old cow met the bull's approach head on and engaged
sy
him in a pushing match, The bull quickly broke it oil and proceeded 
to court her in the normal fashion,
Behavj or Tat totns
Female courtship patterns are rather limited relative to those 
displayed by the bull. The following are descriptions of these'patterns :
1. Alert: posture
This posture UaS cLSS umed by both bulls and cows when con fronted 
with a distant stimulus which was perceived as potentially dangerous.
In the context of courtship the alert, posture, was taken up in response 
to the orientation stare and subsequent approach by the ball. The head 
was up with the muzzle directed toward the bull. The nostrils were 
flared, and the hair on the Imran appeared to be erected (Figure 37).
2. Positionin c
Positioning was discussed in detail in tie section on male sexual 
patterns. However, an additional comment on tine female's movement durin 
positioning is necessary here. When the. bull and cow had remained sta­
tionary in one of the various positi.ons for a time, the cow frequently 
moved away from the. bull in a series of three or four quick steps and 
then stopped. The bull then moved up to her and often performed one 
of the. more active courtship patterns such as chin- res ting, Leaf sch.lag, 
ox rush. Geisi: (1971) has stated that, receptive ewes run from a 
satiated ram thereby stimulating him to engage in further courtship 
activity. These symbolic escape intention movements seem to produce 
a similar response in bull muskoxen. This aspect of muskox courtship
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is analogous to > > rst.il: typo" courtship described for a nut,bur of ape-
cies by Ev/er (19ooj.
3. Fa ce-rubbing
Several instances wete recorded where a cow rubbe.l her face and 
horns against the bull’s face or the side of bis head. Mountain sheep 
rams frequently horn the faces of dominant r a ®  (deist 1971). The 
function of face horning in sheep is apparently to transfer secretions 
of the r re-orbital glands of one ram to the horns of another. M u s U e ^ u  
alx'o have a pair of well developed pre-orbital gland-, which may 8«.te 
s similar function in face-rubbing. Cows occasionally also rubbed 
the face against the bull’s side or neck in a twisting motion, possibly 
depositing pro-orbital gland secretions on his body.
4. Body-rubbing
Highly receptive cows sometimes rubbed their bodies against the 
hull. This was done either by brushing the entire side back and forth
ag
alust his side or by backing against him and rulbing with the vump.
Knnifestation__of_ e st rus in fem.j^sg
.  _ ' i t  p  m u s k o x e n  s n o w  v e r y  liut. t
C o m p e r e d  t o  m a n y  o t h e r  u n ' ,  i . ’ U . ,  .  ■-— .<.<••■-■■■ J  •
r y  f . "i-'v-/ ” uTti°rt ■’ n c s t m s  i doir.est'.ic cstctf-overt expression oi: estrus oi Uda*-. -u
mount ccmspeciflcs regardless of cox ana are in turn mounted by botn 
cows and bulls (Hafez ef el. 1969b). Female bison arc crteti so aggress 
in their courtship attempts that they interfere with the ability of the 
bull to mount by continually attempting to mount him (McHugh l958).
lf.stvous mounta i.n sheep also actively court the male. Ceist (1971)
reported observations of ewes attempting to elicit more active court­
ship from rams which v?ero slow to respond.
Although cow muskoxen never displayed these levels of aggressive­
ness in courtship interactions, they did show certain behavioral mani­
festations of estrus. As cows approached eat rue they began to orient 
toward the bull and took a definite interest in his courtship cf other 
cows. in several cases an estrus cow forced horse it between another 
cow and the bull. Instances were aloe seen where a cor moved to stano 
in front of the bull, then moved ahead In the short jerky steps which 
usually served to provoke a corn.tship bout from hrm. Face rubb.mg and 
body rubbing were further reflect:one of Che high receptivity of ostroes 
cows,
f-Op a 1 ar x ox
Coitus in wild muskoxen bos brer, witnessed by few people and only 
superficial reference to these observations have been given in the 
literature. Toner (1934, 1965) reportedly saw three successful matings 
but he failed to record the details of these occurrences. Alendal 
(1971b) briefer" mentioned seeing; a copulation between a young bull and 
3 mature cow7, once in the evening and again on the following day. 
Apparently there is very little J nformat? on available concerning copu- 
latory behavior even for dome si; ie animal?. although there are currently 
large numbers in captivity (Teal 193S, Wilkinson 1971). Gray (1973) 
relates two persona], oomrauni .cati era from persons who had observed coitus 
in domestic, muskoxen hut unfortunately, details are lacking.
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During the present study I observed and photographed 16 copulations 
which took place on September 1 and 5. Pre-copulalory courtship in 
these, bouts was not very/ different from that which had been observed 
in sequences which did not Include copulation. The hull continually 
butted and nudged the cow ahead. She moved two to six steps and each 
time he followed. Then without any visible signal he mounted, rising 
up onto his hied legs, placing his chest on the cow’s rump. He kept 
the forelegs in constant motion along the co w ’s sides in an <?tleapt to 
remain mounted. The bull held his muscle firmly pressed against the 
cow's withers for the duration, of the mount (Figure 27). Because of 
the bull's shaggy coat it was. not possible to see whether or not 
intromission had been achieved. I assumed that it had if the hull 
remained mounted for more then five seconds and performed pelvic 
thrusting. Thrusting began as soon as the bull achieved a suable mcimt. 
The average interval between thrusts was slightly under one second, 
Unfortunately it is not known whether they were performed after intro­
mission or were merely an effort to locate the vagina. Dewsbury (1972) 
reports both types of thrusting patterns. In species which use pelvic 
thrusting only to locate the opening of the vagina there is usually a 
powerful final thrust which simultaneously inserts the penis and produce; 
ejaculation. I saw no .sue:! final thrust in muskoxen copulations.
It is interesting to none tone !'Lehman was not seen in any of the 
courtship bouts where coitus occurred although olfactory stimulus should 
have been extremely powerful.
Before the mount, the cow stood in a submissive posture with the
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Figure 27. Copulation.
head down and the muzzle polled slightly hack. The hind feet: were apart, 
and placed unusually far forward. There v?as no lordosis response. As 
she was mounted the cow was often forced ahead under the bull's weight. 
The bull walked on his hind legs as she monad in order to maintain 
his position and continued to thrust..
After the bull dismounted the. cow remained stationary in the 
submissive posture for a time uitf.il his continued courtship caused her 
to move.
Repeat mounts occurred in rapid successior:. bach copulatory 
sequence lasted frcra fifteen minutes to a half hour and included 5-6 
apparently successful services. This number was remarkably consrant 
regardless of the number ci attempted mounts. for example, the buli 
(PI, see Figure 33) attempted to mount a mature cow 26 times in one 
33-minute sequence. Of these 26 at rc-.rnpfs, 5 were successful. A two- 
year-old cow (2 yr FI) was mounted only 7 times in 16 minutes by the 
same bull but again 5 of these vere completed.
Coitus lasted from 5 to 12 seconds with a mean of 7 and included 
an average, of 6.5 pelvic thrusts.
While the bull was engaged in a coital sequence with a mature cow 
(F4) a younger cow (2 yr F2) attempted to interrupt courtship and solicit 
the bull's attention by pussing between them. He ccr.finned his 
courtship of the. first cow but moved to the other whan it was completed 
and copulated with her also. This was the most, active courtship shown 
by a female and coincided with her coming info estrus.
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Changes in_Ac_f ivity Part-: rp_s a_s__a_Re/>ul t _cf_ f.hj? ut 
Figures 26 throug'n 23 show the proportion c~ Lime allocated to 
specific categories of behavior broken down by weekly time periods over 
the months of July, August and September, besting and c.o rnnr.ro tovy 
behaviors are combined to give an indication of the energy allocated 
to maintenance. Sexual and agonistic behaviors together shoo relative 
energy expenditures which verc directly attributable to reproduction.
The first period (duly 25-31), although not strictly part of the pre-rut, 
represents behavior which was largely unaffected by rutting ectivi iiy. 
looking at the data (Figures 28 tn.rough 33.), it can be seen that bulls, 
cows and yearlings all spent more than SO percent of their total time 
engaged in maintenance activities during that period. Calves allocated 
somewhat less time to maintenance (71.5 percent). This is probably due 
to the fact that they still nursed occasionally and thus needed less 
grazing ti me to v eet. their feed requi rament.;;. In subsequent time 
periods, activities associated wifh the ret accounted for a roue:: larger 
proportion of the total activity budget of adults. This was particularly 
evident with regard to the hull . Rut.cdug behavior occupied nearly 30 to 
55 percent c£ his time throughout fee last 7 periods. In two of the 
time periods, the time allotted to courtship related behavior exceeded 
that of maintenance. From August 18 to September 7, there was a steady 
rise in the bull's rutting effort and a corresponding decrease in main­
tenance time. The increase in time allocation for rutting behavior by 
the bull is due to increased agonistic behavior which was highest during 
the September 1 to 7 period. This was the period when cows came into 
fst'.rus and male competition was vaunt intense. In these same three
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Figure 28. Seasonal changes in activity budgets among adult 
bulls: Bl, B4.
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Figure 29. Seasonal changes in activity budgets among 
adult cows: 12, F3, FA, F5, F6.
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Figure 30. Seasonal change > In activity budgets among 
yearlings: SY1 , <$Y2, ^ Y l , ?Y2.
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Figure '31. Seasonal changes in activity budgets among 
calves: Cl, C2, C3, C4.
periods, the bull progressively increased the proportion of time spent 
resting. This wa fc ix p j / iSi rently related to the increasing demands imposed 
by inrr aspecif ie combat. The reduction in main ter-ant a allocation was 
accomplished by a great reduction in grazing time. The substantial 
reductions in die bulls' grazing and rumination time throughout the 
rut can account for the weight losses reported by Hubert (1974) for 
rutting males in the Canadian Arctic,
Figure 29 for adult cows shows an initial large increase in court­
ship related behavior at the expense of maintenance in the. second, third 
and fourth time periods but a return, almost, to pre-rut levels .in the 
last four. This was an effect of increasing harem sice (Figure 3?-) 
which meant that the bull could devote less attention to each cow.
Cows underwent weight losses during the first part of the rut in a 
population on Devon Island (Hubert 1974) though, losses were rot sc 
extreme as these of bulls. Similar results would be expected frcT, the 
information in figures 28 and 2°.
Calves and yearlings (Figures 3d and 31) exhibited fairly minor 
alteration of activity patterns as a result of the rut when compared will 
adults. Data on yearlings were not separated according tc sex because 
sexual differences in maintenance time allocation were small. However, 
females contributed 81 percent of the time allotted to sexual behavior.
Group_Dynamics
Structure of Harems
A harem is a social unit which exists only during the rut in this 
polygvnous species and is r,imply a temporary association between a sing]c
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bull and a group of cows. The bull maintains exclusive, access to the 
cows in nis harem, by vigorously demanding them against, the approach of 
other males.
Although the initial formation of the harem, is an unspectacular 
event it marks (hie beginning of a series of rather major changes in the 
daily activities of the animals involved. As is the case in elk 
(Altiuann 1952) , the prospective harem bull does not collect cows in 
forming his harem but merely’ joins an existing herd of c.ocs, calves and 
juveniles and remains with them for the duration of the rut or until 
displaced by another bull.
Harem Si ze
The size of the harem is basically a function of the innate pre­
disposition of muskoxen to aggregate rather than a reflection of the 
bull's ability to assemble a group around himself. If this drive were 
absent the efforts of the bull would not be sufficient to maintain the 
bar cm s t r uc t.ure.
Table 4 shows the average herd sizes observed during, the pra-rut 
and rut ring periods. The pre-rut was June 1 to July 17; observations 
between July 18 and October 4 were considered port of the rut.
The averages are not affected significantly by changes in the 
number of bulla in the herd. Although pre-rut groups were more likely 
to contain no bulls, many of these groups included. two or more. Herds 
seen during the rut very rarely has more than one Hu?I, The average 
number of bulls observed by Bos (]-)67i was J.75 in ore— rut groups and
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Table 4. Average size of tuixed-sex herds: pre--ri.it and rut.
Number of Number of .
Pre-rut________herds____  But________ H e r d s _______ S o u r c e __ ___________
9.65 20 7.39 33 Boo (1967) coiubioad
1965-66 data
  ■—  7.81 47 U.S.F.W.S, August
1968 census data
8.28 2.5 8.23 29 dunrnar .1973 original
      _ _ Ci ci t
8.97 45 7,8?. 109
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1.03 in rutting heres. My own data showed even less effect: 1.31 
bulls in pro.-rut herds and 1.13 during the rut, These data fail to 
show a significant change in herd size with the onset of the rut> 
which would seem to suggest the existence of. a basic social unit 
independent of the actions of the bull. Fuller (lS’bO) has proposed that 
a similar unit occurs in the bison of Wood Buff-a Jo National Park.
Like bison, imsko.e.n are. by nacuce gregarious animals. This 
inclination is expressed particularly strongly in cows and juveniles. 
Cows seldom wore seen alone and whenever circumstances caused them to 
become separated from the group they acred uneasy and quickly sought 
to rejoin the herd. It. is this tendency to aggregate, that gives rise 
to the social unit. figure 32 shows the distribution of herd size 
data points for all. four years. These, data indicate that few mired 
sex groups of less than 5 animals were seen. Small group-: which were 
observed appeared to be transient and seldom existed as .separate 
entities for long. The evidence suggests that, animals in cow groups 
are most content when surrounded by several cunspecrfics, generally more 
than four. This fact tends to stabilize a group around the average 
harem size. If 5 of the animals in a group of 3 were, to separate and 
move away together, the remaining three would soon seek to associate 
themselves with another grout). Since ere. nearest herd in their vicinity 
would normally be the 5 that had just left, the likelihood of a recom­
bination i.n high. Cont inuing on thin theme it can easily be seen, why 
large groups are so proue to fragmented ion. A herd of 15 can split into 
two groups each me 2ting the •uiaimimi rerui re merits oi a basic social unit.
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Figure 32. Distribution of herd size data points. Sources: Bos
(1967) 1965 and 1966 data, U.S.F.W.S. 1968 census data, 
1973 data this study.
7.5
Competition among males for cows appears to be a negligible 
factor in the regulation of harem size. Spencer and Lensink (1970) 
reported mean July herd sizes of 9.0 and 8.1 respectively in the years 
1962 and 1964. These figures are comparable to tilt-, more recent data in 
table 4, even thou git the percentage of mature bulls in the population 
has increased substantially since then.
Age o f the Ear cm Bull
Because the number of harems is small relative to the number ct 
sexually active males, the harem bull Is a member oI a rather eij.te group 
Bulls which are able tc successfully acquire and defend a harem are 
active, aggressive animals in prime phyc Leal condition. Although bulls 
are capable of producing viable s p a m  by age 2 (Teal 1959, Tenor 19on.) 
under natural conditions few if any two-year-o]d males bro.sa. On Nelson 
Island, muskoxen introduced as y e a r H u g s  produced calves in the second 
year following release. Thus bulls must have bred at 2 years of age 
(U. S. Department of Interior 1975). Nevertheless, under more normal 
circumstances, inter-male competition restricts breeding to cider bulls.
Table 5 shows cha relative ages of bulls seen in the Kunivak 
population, both with and without harems. Ages given are according to 
an index from 1 to 1G based on qualitative comparison of such indicators 
as horn boss development, born wear, and behavior. In terms of years, 
a class 1 biii.l. in about 5 years of -go and a class 10 bull in the maximum 
age reached by muskoxen (>?0 years, Buckley el a], J 954) . The approximat. 
ages of 14 skulls ranked according to this m o lhod were, compared to
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Table 5. Relative ages of bulls observed during the rut: July 17
to October 4 , 1973.
OJjscryed i n  _
Lone or 
________ All-! tale GroupDesi gna; j on Age Class*    H a r e m    l-Ha
Ml 1-2 X
M2 i X
M3 3 X
M4 9-10 X
K5 3-10 X
M6 6-7 X
B1 2-3 X X
B2. 4-3 X X
B4 2-3 X
M7 2-3 X
M3 6 X
M9 2 X
M10 1-6 ' X
Mil 6 X
111 2 4 X
Ml3 2-3 X
Ml4 2-3 X
M15 2-3 X X
M16 1-2 X
Ml 7 10 X
*Not years; see text: for explanation.
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known ages obtained by analysis of cement "jr.. lay era in incisor I (Lent
1974). The results indicated that observer judgments were acceptably
close to the actual ares of the animals.
Looking at the data in tab.!e 5 it can be seen that harem bulls
tend to he in the 6 to i.Q year range. This is consistent with Hubert's 
(1974 ) assumption that boils do not breed until 6 yc-ais or older in 
the wild.
Flue to a t ip ns in. hare.n S ize
Figure 33 shows the changes which occurred in the structure of one 
harem. The most ccimon mechanism for increasing harem size was through 
combat between two harem bulls, bhen&ver hsreti groups moved into view 
of each other there was a gene.i&l tendency for cows and juveniles to 
drift together. Wien the. two groups had intermingled one of the two 
bulls had to be displaced. Usually the harem Lulls met at a distance 
from the combined groups and after a series of agonistic displays, 
fought for possession of the here.
The behavior of cows and juveniles following herd combination was 
similar whether the combination resulted from combat between bulls or 
not. Cows investigated one another sometimes showing components of 
male court .‘•••nip patterns. Each age class tend ad to direct itu investi­
gatory behavior toward members of the s.vme class In the new group or 
toward younger animat !r.. Some aggress ion was seen -between females during 
these initial encounters but attacks were not very serious.
As harems grow larger by combj.notion they became increasingly
Figure 33. Harem size fluctuations.
Date 
Aug. S
Aug. 30
Sept. 3
Sep::. 4
S ap t . 5
Unknown
Sept. 9
Sept. 12
Sept. 15
Sept. 17
LEGEND:
CO
liable to fracturing. As was previously mentioned, individual animals 
were hesitant to leave but. groups were less reluct art to do so. There­
fore fracturing usually resulted in t.te loss of several animals from 
the harem. Herd splits were not marked by any notable behavior. Large 
groups dispersed widely when feeding. in these feeding movements, one 
group cf animals might move far enough to lose signt of the. main group. 
Once, this had happened they were, as: likely to continue on os to rejoin 
with the group. If these animals enecuvteted a disturbance, however, 
their reaction was invariably to return to the. main group. On two 
occasions 1 caused the recombination by exposing myself to tne group 
which was without a bull. They iur ;ed: at ely ran toward the rest o.r the 
harem, even though they’ hod to run around me to do sc.
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^Factors Influenceng Harem Stability
The key factor which allows the harem, to exist for a pet rod of 
time is the desire of the cows to associate with others. Nevertheless, 
the bull does exert a major influence on the organization and stability 
of the harem. The. incidence of fracturing is markedly reduced in the 
h a r e m  as compared to pre-rut needs. Although the average group size 
remained similar during either period (Table 4) the effect of the bull 
was to ieduce the turnover rate. As the rut increased in intensity, 
the harem bull was constantly watch ft. 1 foi any movements away from the 
harem. As the size of the harem grew his requisitw energy expenditure 
for controlling dispersal increased substantially. When harem size 
was between 5 arid It) active herding by the bull was not particularly
necessary. A!though there were individual cows which appeared to have 
poorly expressed herd tendencies even these were not likely to leave 
the. herd outright. However, when a harem grew to 10 to 1.5, if one cow 
left the group she was of:uo accompanied by several others. Thus the 
subgroup provided reinforcement which satisfied the need for "fellow­
ship" and permitt ed dispersal from the harem. One harem of 2i' was seen 
but this probably exceeds the maximum number that the bull can control 
for long. Scattering v;as so c.-mnon that this bull was constantly 
interrupted and prevented from pea forming extended courtship bouts. 
Altmann (1956:;} reported a similar direct relationship between size, 
and instability in elk harems.
The bull also exert:; r. strong stabilizing influence on the group's
reaction to fright stimuli. Pre-rut herds were much less tolerant of
disturbance and tended to take flight: more easily than did narco groups. 
When a harem was confronted by a minor di scurbacve which caused the
cows and juveniles to run, the bull of tan remained where he was or a-.ere]
walked slowly after them. The sight of a casual reaction by the bull 
usually served to halt the others’ flight. Frightened elk are quieted 
in the same, way by .the sight of peacefully gracing elk or over; other 
species ( A l t m a n  1956a).
A strong flight respoute to minor disturbance is counterproductive 
to courtship activity in chat it disrupts the harem and creates an 
additional unnecessary energy drain. However, a reaction in which the 
anir.uIs remain in place but assume the defense formation serves to 
stimulate courtship. Gray (1973) observed the most intense sexual
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interact-.ions rcportc-cl in his study following dinturbance. Bull musk­
oxen engaged in active i nve s t igar.ory courtship v?hen the harem was 
iranobi .Vi zed in the defensive formation. VThen faced with an unusual 
and frightening situation cows seemed to be oblivious to the advances 
of the bull. Bulls took full advantage of this to practice intensive 
testing.
Movements
During the summer, muskoxen moved about over an extensive area of 
suitable range. Daily movements were quite variable. A group might 
remain 011 one small area for several days, then suddenly travel 10 miles
the next. However, a herd normally moved less than 3 kilometers a day.
figure 34 records the movements of a single harem over a 6-weeK. period.
Figure 3i> shows the movements of two harems observed by P. Lent, in 1909.
The average distance between nigh tings one day apart, for these three 
harems was 1.47 km or 0.91 miles.
Since movements are not. always linear, these figures do not neces­
sarily represent the actual distances covered. However, they do indicate 
that movements cf this particular harem were generally short and confined 
to a relatively small area of the. island. This generalization would not 
appear to be appropriate for all harems, though. It was my impression 
that even though groups might remain in one locale for a length of 
time, feeding {Movements were basically random ar.d a fixed home range 
did not exist. Cray's (1973) data tend to support this idea. However, 
a full understanding of the dynamics of m u s k o x  herd movements and their- 
relationship to home range must await further study.
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Figure 34. Movements of primary harem group and associated lone 
bulls observed in August and September, 1973. See 
table for details.
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Figure 35. Movements of two harems observed in August of 1969.
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Leaderslilp
Although the. coucr.pt of leadership is difficult to define, certain 
individuals do have a definite influence on the direction of herd 
movements. A leader is one who is f rcqucr.tiy at the head of a moving 
column and often seems tc initiate a new activity (Hafez et al. 1969b: 
278). Unlike seme wild sheep populations (Welles and Welles 1961) 
leadership is net the prerogative of any one individual in the harem. 
Muskoxen tended tu to 1 lev.- any animal which made an initial movement away 
from he group. Members of all sex-age classes were seen in this role 
at one time or another. Leadership was also seen to shift during a 
single herd movement. This was particularly common when a young animal, 
had initiated a movement. After leading for a while he often stepped 
and waited until an adult had replaced him at the head of the group.
In dealing with leadership and herd ;i-overnoncs, if is necessary to 
distinguish three types or movement. These a r e :
1. Drif t : Movements involving simple grazing patterns where
leadership is absent or very unobtrusive. The group tends to 
move in synchrony but movements are basically undirected. 
Examples of leadership by juveniles and subadults were most 
commonly seen when these animals initiated a move to a nearby 
feeding area.
2— Directional ''.led" movements. Longer movements from one area to 
another which involved a definite leader. Animals grazed 
occasionally but stoadv movement, of the herd was usually 
maintained. Lows ultimately led nearly all of these movements
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though some of them were initiated by young anijvals. Occa­
sionally two movements were s.carton in opposing directions 
pull ing the herd aoart. In most, cases one of the groups 
eventual i y reversed itself and followed the other.
3. Forced movements: Before taking flight from a frightening
object the initial response was to run together into the 
classic defense, formation. From here the animals ge.netally 
broke and ran at l:cp speed away from the threat, however, a 
number of aborted intention movements often preceded a staar- 
pede, particularly when the frightening object was first seen 
at close range. Situations which were perceived as dangerous 
tended to bring out the maximum expression of cohesion. And 
since fear provided strong G t wulus tor foil owcrsh ip a.j.rrc3t 
any animal could do a. leaner m  these situations xr he. were 
able to leave the protectJon of the group. This appeared to 
be c difficult proposition even for those animals which had 
been regular leaders of previous herd movements. When one 
animal broke from the format i or. he was immediately followed by 
the rest of the group. However, after travelling only a short 
distance he often wheeled around to again face the object and 
caused the herd to reassemble around him. This sequence might 
be repeated, several times ',ri th different animals leading 
before one continued or. releasing a full-scale stampede.
Tn mass flight animals ran in a tight group wit a no apparent 
order or !oader•?hip.
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Tener (1985) stated that. &n old cow led herd movements outside 
of tie rut and lh at the ha ram bull was the lc-ader during tr.e rut. Gray 
(1973) reported his belief that bulls itosr frequently led group trove- 
ments, purticuiarly when the herd was confronted by an obstacle. Of 
herd movements observed during the present study wuere leader’s hip was 
clearly evident, do percent wore, leu by mature cows. The harem bull 
was only successful In leading cue movement ana a tew were led by other 
bulls, calves, and so.baduJ ts.
Differential effectiveness in eliciting a following response 
explains why cows were so often tine leaders oi herd movements. Though 
subadults made initial leading movements fairly often t! cy -. ere also very 
often ignored by the ocher.';, A cow coula be expectec to he. followed at 
lease by her calf anil some limes by ether calves and / curlings associating 
vrilth it. The sight of several animals moving was a much stronger 
stimulus for fell owership than a single individual.
The harem bull was generally more concerned with controlling d i s ­
persal and testing cows than in directing the movements of the herd.
He actively worked to inhibit displays of leadership by herding wayward 
animals back into the group. On the row occasions when the harem bull 
did try to lead the group he was usually not very successful in getting 
others to follow him,
Hafez et el. (1969b) n.jggc-sted that animals which, ure most 
frequently responsible for leading movements have -a lower drive to 
associate than do those which tend to follow. Sc he in and I’ohriuan (1955) 
have shown that individual variation in cohesiveuess exists in dairy
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cattle and it: was readily apparent that, similar variation is present 
within a group of muskoxen. Animals with poorly expressed cohesive 
tendencies were generally older cows, cows without: calves and animals 
newly introduced into the ’nerd. Adult bulls seemed to be least affected 
by the need to associate.
Many unsuccessful attempts were seen to .initiate movements, where 
an animal set off from the herd but his example was .insufficient: to 
cause others to follow. In these cases the cohesive tendencies of the 
leader, even though reduced, would eventually cause him to return to the 
herd.
By virtue of their independence, leaders were more likely to he 
Iont from the herd. Although it wss stated that individuel emigration 
from, a group was rare, three occurrences 'were seen. All of these (FI,
F?, and 2-year-old F2) had poorly developed cohesive drives and strong 
inclinations to wander. I'?, war the major leader of herd movements in 
one. harem. Euigrati.cn from the herd is as much a result of the failure 
cf the others to follow as it is ar« action of the principal animal.
FI and 2-year-cld F2. made numerous intention movements but their success 
rate in eliciting a following response, was low.
The relationship between social position and hard leadership has 
been discussed by a number cf authors. Stewart and Scott (1917). Foss 
and Scott (194 9)» Boiliiarz and My ire a (1963 a, 1963b) and Dickson et al. 
(1907) concluded that i n dome53tic cat Lie and goats leadership was related 
to social domi nance but. that there v os nc; cnusai link. Gei.st (1971) 
found that dominance and leadership were positively correlated in some
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mountain sheep bands but opposite in others. Tyler (1972; observed a 
certain relationship between dominance and march order :n. the New Forest 
ponies, but this was by no means consistent. Gray (1973:64) states 
that "Leadership in muskox herds is very closely related to the social 
dominance hierarchy, not only during the rut. but throughout the year." 
Although I was unable to detect a stable social hierarchy within sex- 
age classes in rutting muskoxen, there was a definite dominance order 
between classes. The most doitinant animal, the harem bull, rarely led 
herd movements. Conversely,the least dominant, a calf, could act as 
leader although this was also rare. Gray apparently based his coneli.sio 
on the observation ..hat Id of lb herd movements were led by the do mi nant 
bull in a herd which contained three bulls and one cov. Although bulls 
are in fact dominant, trey aloe have relatively low cohesive tendencies. 
Therefore Gray (1S73) may have been confusing independence with eerra- 
nance as the key fa<-:.or which d-at ermines leadership. if dominance is 
related to leadership in muskoxen, the relationship is not direct and 
further work will be. required to define that relationship.
llovemcnts cf_ Lone _Bu!l_s hi Relation to harems
The. distribution of lone males and harem groups after the peak of 
the rut in September, 1971 is shown in figure 36. The map is based on 
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service survey report for ibat year,
There 'was a general, tendency for lone males to be found in the vicinity 
of harem groups as would be expected. Additional clumping of lone bulls 
not related to r. he d 1st ri but ion of harems was also seen, not ouly in
nFigure 36. Distribution of muskoxen observed during the September 
15-16, 1971, U.S.F.W.S. survey.
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1971 but in 1969 (Lent 197-i) and in 1972 and 19 73.
In the fall, of 1972 and 1973 harems were distribut ed along the 
coast with greater frequency than in 1971. Few harem groups were located 
in the interior during these years compared with 1971. During the 1972 
and 1973 rutting seasons ]one bulla moved along the coastal strip where 
the probability of encountering a harcir. was relatively high. Whenever 
one of these bulls sighted a harem group he moved to within several 
hundred meters of it and synchronized his movements with the daily 
feeding movements of the harem. After remaining thus on the periphery 
of the herd for as much as a day he eventually challenged and fought the 
hartn bull, j'he loser of this contest then left the immediate vicinity 
of the harem and usually m w e d  entirely cut of the region.
T.i; general, lone bull; had a higher rate of travel relative to the 
more stationary harem groups which resulted in a constant flow of lone 
males through the a.va occupied by the harem. Tnis situation presented 
the harem bull with a continuously changing selection of challengers.
Bulls which we re not in possession of ha cams often travelled 
together in pairs or small groups. The September 1971 U.S.F.W.3. census 
showed 17G bulla not associated with harems. Eighty-four occurred as 
lone individuals, 98 ware 'n groups of 2. 30 in groups of 3 and 8 in 
2 grc-ups of A (U.S. Department, of Interior 1973).
Social vric.raret.las .
Tener (1965:95) states that "A social hierarchy has been found in 
herds studied intensively and continuously," a it: ho ugh be presented no
details to support this contention, !in ring lea (1961) a] so suggested 
that a social, hierarchy is present but again failed to provide data to 
justify his belief. Gray (1S73) demonstrated a linear dominance order 
among three bulls and felt that similar hierarchies existed within all 
sex-age classes even though he was unable to document, this. Although 
I agree with Tenor’s (1565) contention that there is a linear dominance 
order between sex-age classes (adult bolls dominate achj.lt cows which 
dominate tvo-year-old cows which dominate yearlings which in turn 
dominate ct Ives), I was unah 1c-. to find o. similar relationship with in 
any particular sox-age group. In fact, in 203 hours of observation I 
only saw 1? instances of overt, aggression between females. Cf these, 
only 3 involved aggression hetwexs eov?s 4 years of age or older.
In the summer there arc rev; -.eseurcet; which are limited enough 
to invoke, individual, competition. Therefore, there are few opnortunitie 
for the agonistic interaction:' which ere necessary to establish a 
dominance order and even more important, from my standpoint, to indicate 
its existence. If a dominance hierarchy is present within age clast;?, 
of siujjricr groups it may be a carry-over from the winter where animals 
are competing at heeding craters (Gray 1973). In any case there is 
little convincing evidence to either prove: or disprove the existence of 
a stable donf nance eider wit hi p. the harem beyond the one which was 
outlined above.
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Agon i s  tpic J j eVpivi  or
The rut-, brings out. the most intense cxpt cssto.is : a t A - r'-; yO
behavior seen during the year rn moso ungulates. Muskoxen are no ex­
ception to this rule. Battles between rutting males have Jolt lasting 
■impressions in the writings of such early authors as '-lea rne (1/y5) * rice 
(1892), Freucheu (191.3) and Jrnnov (1333). dray (1973) has provided 
excellent descriptions of general behavior patterns ;rea rn agoniscic 
interactions. However, been use m e  rut brings on inarued cr.anges in the 
level and frequency of aggression, additional commer'tary is needed to
supplement his work.
The increasing intolerance between bulls associated with the rut hat 
been dtrs rri.bed in. earlier ‘••e.ct.ions, As mole hormone 1 ovals vise. vi t.n 
the onset of the breadi ng season there: is a correspond eng rise in male 
aggressiveness and the incidence, of a goal Stic ini erection (I rater 1338). 
The most serious demons tret ions of aggression occur in combat lor owner­
ship of harems.
Threat D1 s_plays '
A scries of threa ts reueil t rrecodod co d.at. Br.xls which hud 
already mot in several clashes often broke off and performed additional 
threat on i ng pat :;.c.rns before proceeding with the battle.
1. Alert Jpcsciir-e.j. When a hr:ew cull first perceived a challenger, 
he faced him in the head-high posture which was described In the section 
on courtship behavior.
2. bead-low approach. As the bulls -moved toward each other, they
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walked in a determined stiff-legged approach with t lie head held low.
This threat i'J r.itailar to that dasr.ri bed lot dones;:...c cat tie by Fraser 
(1957) and Scbloeth (1958) and for bison (McHugh J958. Egerton 1964,
Lott 1974).
3. Gland-tubbing. Bulls rubbed the pre-orbital. gland against the 
lower part oi the foreleg in agonistic encounters (rige'tes 08 and 39). 
This pattern has been described at length by a number cf authors (Hone 
1934, Pederson 3.958, Varasov I960, it* ring ton 1961 , Toner 1965, Gray 19/a) 
Gland-rubbing will be Further d.’ sous cod s.n a later semiou.
4. H o n  ing the ground. Bulls frequently horned the ground prior 
to com!-at (Figure 40). They tore out large chunks of sou with, the hoiu 
tip and sometimes also pusned the horn ooss and trout or tbs fo.ee iu-.o 
the exposed soil.
5. Head-tilf. This was most oorv.enly scon in association v i m  
the parallel walk. Bulls disc la;- eel broadside to each other and turned 
the bead to face, sway from their opponent. A similar response to an 
antagonist is performed by male mountain goats (Geist 1S64) and a number 
of other bovids (Laither 1974).
6 . Parallel wall:. Bulls often walked along parallel to each other 
for as much as 101) th holding the need rJ it (Figure si.). They could eithe 
move in the m e  ci.roeiior, opposite directions., or cue bull might 
Gisnluy to a stationary opponent.
7. Ilend-s-ping. After a clash, as the bul Is backed, they pulled 
the iuuskIo in and swung tile bond from side to side in wide arcs (Figure
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Figure 37. Three-year-old cow in alert posture.
Figure 38. Adult cow gland-rubbing against driftwood.
Figure 39. Class 8 bull gland-rubbing against foreleg during a bout of threat display 
prior to combat with a harem bull.
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Figure 40. Class 8 bull horning the ground.
Figure 41. Harem bull and challenger performing parallel walk display.
Figure 42. Bulls backing after a clash performing head-swing
Figure 43. The clash at impact.
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The duration of threatening prior to combat war; variable buc
usually lasted more 'ban ten minutes. Sometimes a challenger moved
away after a bon!: of threat di nplav vh i ch did not lead to combat, only 
to return at a later time. One lone bull approachcd and displaced to 
a harem bull 1 tices over a /-hour period, each time moving off and 
feeding at a distance from the harem before finally engaging the harem 
bull in combat *
Bulls roared periodically throughout the threat display period.
This voca3 isa/cion mas need in many other contexts than agonistic 
inter actions though strangely enough orey (19/3) only hoard it once.
The roar is a deep guttural sound which to uiy ear was nearly Identical 
to that made by a lion.
In this species threet displays do not seen to serve as a substitute
for combat among nature bulls. When a lone hull approached a harem a
dominance battle was almost a certainty. Threats may function to 
increase, the confidence of the displaying animal and reduce the self­
assurance of the recipient, la thr..s vc.y tuev may serve to limit the. 
intensity of the battle. Bulls soraetimes broke off fighting and retreated 
even though they had seemed to be nolding t.bvie ovm in the. clash.
The Clash
Combat between bulls may occur throughc::!: the year and is 
particularly viol<»iit during the n.t. The method of lighting is a 
head-on clash at high speed delivered :;nu >-ecrewed on the horny carapace. 
Frame by tv time oracii'co": ton ot :nc> it footage revealed the complexity of
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this technique.
After the preliminary threat display the bull;: cun toward each 
other from a distance of about: 30 to 50 m. Sometimes, the initiator 
began his charge while the other bull was still threatening. As the 
bulls approached they maintained head alignment so that the horn bosses 
would meet squarely upon impact. The frontispiece shows the intense 
concent: rat ion of bulls just prior to the clash. On the last step before 
impact, both hulls made a final lunge with the bind legs which 1 Ifted 
the forefeet off the ground. In the charge the head is held at retd- 
level with the face perpendicular to the ground. immediately before 
clashing the bull pulled the muzzle back which threw the horn losses 
forward and stiffened the reck for the blow. Tire hind fee:: remain on the 
ground, giving a solid skeletal connection fro:.; the hern boss through 
the. spine and hind legs to the ground. The blow was caught simultaneously 
on both horn bosses and the force tended to push the hand downward.
After making contact the body continued onward compressing the neck.
Often the back logs were thrown, upward and forward, adding additional 
d ownw ar d pr e s s ur e .
The impact of the blew was tremendous (Figure 43;. Hu: sound, like 
a heavy timber being struck by a sledge hammer, could be. heard for more 
than a mile. g nils frequently rebounded 30 cm or we'".: from the collision. 
During a clash muskox bulls generate forces which are probably unmatched 
by any other berth American ungulate. the closing velocity of contestants 
in one clash was riuterminod to be in excess of iO.l meters per second or 
2b.A mi ,1c:; per hour from mo via footage. However, I consider this to be
a minimal figure tor clash speed. Muskoxen can run 23 to 30 miles per 
hour on a hard snow surface (P. Lent 1975, personal communication) 
when chased by snowmobiles. My impression from wltaeosing many clashes 
was that bulls attempted to reach maximum speed which would produce 
a closing velocity of 22,34 ta/sec ox 50 m p h .  However, even at the lower 
figure, the impact is most impressive. Imagine the effect on an auto­
mobile undergoing, 13 to 20 ] / -mph collisions against a concrete well, 
which in terms of kinetic energy would be roughly equivalent to one battl 
Mountain sheep scaet iv.c-s attempt to charge downs lope to obtain 
maximum momentum (Geist 1971). Muskox bulls were not seen to take 
advantage of topography in thin way. In fact, most battles vert fought 
on level ground even though slopes were nearby.
After each clash, bulls faced ae.'i other for a short time then 
backed, swinging the head from side to side. When they were again 
separated by 30 to 50 m, one of the bulls initiated a charge and the 
clash, was repeated.
Fights with, as few as 4 clashes were seen but 15 to 20 was typical. 
Unusually prolonged bat flea might involve more than 20.
After a series of clashes ore cf the bulls began so show signs of 
impending defeat. Losing bulls were often slow to back up after a clash 
and ran a shorter distance in the charge, though t.tii.c was not an 
invariable rule. The certain indication tlu?c the. fight was soon to end 
came when one bull began to turn partially away from the other after each 
clash. Finally one of the bulls refused to meet, the other's charge and 
v m s  chased by his ad versavy. The loser continued to walk steadily away
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from the harem until he was at least one or two km distant and usually 
did not even look hack. Losing bulls were novel seen to challenge the 
same harem bull twice. After disposing, of his rival tlie victorious 
bull returned to the harem and orten performed addit tonal threat 
displays, tearing up the turf with his horns and roaring. Particularly 
aggressive sequences of courtship interaction were ortan seen following 
domin3nce bact1e£•
Combat included much more variability than may be implied by the 
above brief dc*.c.cr:i ption, Occasionally buLis engage d m  pushing matches 
following a clash. Pushing wris often quite vigorous but never decided 
a contest. Sometimes bulls clashed suddenly after backing only a short 
distance. The head swj.rg serves to prepare a bull for sucn an a tract. 
Beginning with the head, pulled far to one side the bull snaps it forward 
as he lunges ahead with his whole oody. In this way be achieves matimcm 
vfclocitv of the head though the tody accelerrite.s over a iimtcu dl.e*" 
tauce onlv. On one occasion following a pushing bout, two bulls became 
shifted around so chat they were; parallel., pushing against each ether 
with the sides of their heads. Neither one could move away from the 
other without giving his opponent room to heok. Although they pressed 
the hern tips against eacc other, no apparent damage was done.
Att emnts vote made tc at toe:; the body or to ot nb with the horn, but 
these, were general ly un success i ul due to the dare ns.,ve actions of the 
recipient. Bui Is defended against <>. charge by facing their opponent and 
catching the blow on the carapace. They were amazingly quick in their 
ability to do this, even when taken by surprise.
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Physical Dm,nig? to Bulls from_Con*bat
Although battles between mature bull muskoxen are decidedly vicious 
and grueling, there Is little evidence of serious :iinjury to the parti­
cipants. Severe damage cou d be inf licted if the sharp horn t ips 
were used to gore. However, bulls were very wary of body attacks and 
provided their opponents with few opportunities to use their herns in 
this w a y . 1 occasionally s.-iv hulls momentarily 1ose the head to head
orientation and bring the horn into contact with the other’s neck or
body, but they wore unable to jab wi.:h much force end did uot seem to 
inflict any damage - Tener (1965) ir,a:i utains that bulls are occasionally 
gored in fights. "lie potential is certainly thei.e, although feel 
that this type of injury is unusual.
In rect concuss ion injury seems more likely. Following a series 
of clashes bull a often acted dazed. A harem bull that, bed fought 
several fights in s Jaily sequence bleu freely from the nostrils ere 
ears after each buttle. This blceding may have been due to the rupturing 
of sinuses in the skull. Freuchen1s (1915) expedition found the skull 
of a bull which was split along the sagittal crest, apparently as a 
result of a dominance battle. A .leho* ncd bull was killed in a rutting 
battle at the. Institute of Korr.kern /Agriculture farm in Fairbanks.
Death was the result of a shat ter?d cervical vertebra (R. Dietrich,
perron.;! cordm.niio.ac ion) .
Old bulls were sometines seen with part of the horn broken off.
This injury was probably the result of combat and could involve major 
loss of blood if the horn core we re damaged.
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Old bulls were also seen with an opaque cornea on one eye. These 
could have been due to eye damage sustained in fights since the eyes 
are in a very vulnerable location, However, other explanations are 
equally feoslb i.e. They may bo-, either an effect of old age or the result 
of insect harassment as reported by Palmer and Rouse (1936).
Physic a 1 Ad an_t at ion s to Combat
Bull mush oxen have evolved a number of mcrphoJ ogical adaptations 
in response, to the needs of int.re.spec.ific. combat.
Since moat et the shod' is taken t«.i the head) i i s  here that the 
greatest modif i cat tons have occurred. The bone is heavily pneuntatieized 
surrounding the brain esse (sue I; igure in). The target area delineated 
by the horn bosses., consists of about 10 cm of horn underlain by 8 cm 
of skull hone over the brain. The hull's skull, ic .extremely massive 
when compa red to the female'r. Alien. (1915) gives average weights of 
seven pounds (3.18 kg) for adult females and eighteen pounds (8.18 kg) 
for adult, males. This is a 26b percent ir.crease which can be directly 
attributed to sexual selection.
The first and second cervical vertebrae of the male and female are 
shov-n in figure 15. The males' first cervical vertebra transmits the 
iropact from the skull to the spine which carries it deep within the 
body. The articulating surface uf the male's atlas is hi.5 percent larger 
than the females', which offer:5 obvious mechanical advantage. When the 
bull pul Is back the muzzle 1.1 the final lunge, the atlas fits into a 
notch at the base of the occiput (Figure A4). This provides a very hard
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Figure 44. Sagittal section of the skull of a mature bull showing 
massive bone structure.
Figure ■5. Comparison of first and second cervical vertebrae of 
mature male and female.
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connection which maximizes the impact and nt the same time places the 
horn boss directly in line with the spine so that toe impact force does 
not tend to rotate the head up or down.
Males have powerful musculature in the neck to support the head and 
resist rotational forces at impact which could produce serious injury 
or death if unopposed (Schaffer 1968). Elongate neural spines on the 
cervical vertebrae provide additional areas for muscle, attachmeut.
Beaction of_ Cows arid juvenile? to Combat
The members of the hat em searcc comp '.ctely apathetic to battles 
for their ownership. Throughout the fight they continued to graze or 
rest, occasionally locking at the combatants but showing no great 
interest. On two occasion? a rtarein moved away and left the hulls to 
fight alone.
Bulls toward Cove, Sub-adults, and Calves 
The bull was so clearly dominant over the other members of the 
harem that he needed to show very little overt aggression toward them. 
Bolls acted aggressively toward cows when herding them back to the harem 
and occasionally ir. courtship. Whenever the bull moved through the 
hare:''! the. other animals moved out of his way, watching him closely, 
ready to move further at any sign of aggression. Whenever a young 
animal was slow to move the bull displaced him merely by swinging his 
head or making a short charge in his direction. Often the bull chased 
calves awny from their mother when he vas courting hc-r. At the peak of
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the rut: the bull became very intolerant of the yearling males in the 
harem though he had previously ignored them. Khenever he approached one 
of thorn at this time he chased the yearling out of the w a y , sometimes 
pursuing him for 20 or 30 m.
Aggress ion b v _j.:oyis_
Cows engaged in Ixfilo active aggression. The most common expression 
of female agenisn occurred 'then a calf attempted to nurse an uurecapttvs 
cow. The usual methods of zepril'5eg the calf was to swing the horns 
toward him in a sweeping arc. This was sufficient to chase the calf 
away though the- blow rarely connected. Cows were surprisingly intoleranf 
o£ other calves near their cvm and often chased them with no provocation. 
Aggressive interactions between adult, cows were infrequent. Only 7 
cases were recorded and in 4 of these aggression by a. rour-year-pLas 
female was directed toward a two-year-old. The aggressive tabs vie-r 
itself was quite mild, usually not involving physical contact.
The/ most exceptional form of female aggress ion was between, a cow 
and a mature bull. Only 2. examples of this were seen. These were 
discussed in the section on female sexual behavior.
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Agonistic: behavior wij„hin ";Vli ■: _Grouas
Relationships within bull! groups during the rue w-'rc- belligerent 
at bent. Bull pairs were seen fairly commonly and seemed to be 
reasonably stable though the two bulls battled frequently. The existence 
of these strange associations seemed to be a result of two opposing
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forces; the general cohesive tendencies of all mu.skoxer. and the 
seasonal temperar-wat of rutting bulls which leads then to regard 
approaching males as antagonists. Tois was brought out most vividly by 
the actions of a bull pair when exposed to a disturbance. The initial 
response of bulls in these situations vos to run together, the typical 
muskox fright reaction. However, as they came together, instead of 
taking up defensive positions as usual, the bulls met in a clash. When 
further pressed they took f.li ght, but after running a short distance, 
the lead bull wheeled around and met his raj;Liner in another head-on 
clash.. This continued until the animals had moved away from the dis­
turbance. 1 often caused lengthy battles between bulls merely by 
walking toward them. Apparently bull muskoxen react to any running 
approach by another bull as an intended attack. The appropriate defense 
against an attack is to meet the blew and neutralize it against the 
horn bosses.
Battles between non -Karen buj.ls ditier from lights for possession 
of harems in several wavs. fighting for a harem was a formal, 
ritualized atisir which was carried on with few interruptions until a 
definite winner emerged. Individual'; in hull pairs often grazed between 
bouts of combat and the. fight usually ended indecisively with the two 
simply wandering apart.
Scent; Kir king
Muskoxen possess a pair of well developed pre-orbital glands that 
secrete* an odoriferous substance which may funcIi.on in cl.factory
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communication. One of the ways these glands are vised involves a highly 
stereotyped and dramatic display: gland rubbing (Figures 38 and 39).
When gland-rubbing the displaying animal extends the foreleg and rubs 
the face up and dov.*a against it, presumably depositing pro-orbital gland 
sect etIons with each mo tion.
The motivations for gland rubbing and its function have been 
areas of discussion and conjecture for previous authors (see Hone 1934, 
Pederson 1958, Tarasov I960, Horington 1361, Tenet 3965, Cray 1973).
Gray (1973) has presented a review of the past hypotheses regarding giaud 
rubbing along with an original, one which depicts its major importance, 
as being a visual display.
In conformity with Stills' (1971) precept that scent marking is the 
prerogative of the dominant animal, bulls gland-rubbed more frequently 
than cows. Onus performed this behavior on only two occasions.
in addition to -ruJx-morking, muskoxen, rub their pre-orbital glands 
against pieces of driftwood, Erioghocum tussocks and newly burned 
patches of earth (Figure 38). I watched several bulls bcrning the ground 
within 5 n> of me. Each time thry used the horn to tear into the ground 
they rubbed the side of the. face on the soil which had been uncovered.
Bulls sometime? additionally rubbed the front of. the face and horn 
boss onto the same area. These places carried a faint sweetish odor, 
different from soil which had not been so treated. In the threat 
display period before a fight both bulir. horned the ground repeatedly, 
turning up patches of torn cod over the prospective battlefield. Following 
the defeat of his opponent, the victor often moved to each of the places
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which had been horned by the loser, sniffed them and horned and rubbed 
his face against them, which suggests individual recognition of scent
marks.
Ralls (1971:443-444) has stated that animals ''mark frequently
where they are both intolerant of and dominant to other members of the 
same species. In other words, they mark when they are likely to attack 
another member of the same species, and are likerv to wi.i if c.u.y du 
attack." This would seem tc apply to the scant marking which was done
by muskoxen.
Often when a harem moved into a:i area whicn it hod no<_ occ.upieu 
for some time, the harem bull was se*n to horn the ground in the absence 
of threat stimuli. Thus it seems that bulls may scent mar* ac- 3 regular 
procedure on new areas that the harem occupies, Addi— wona... Lign 
intensity marking is performed in the presence of a contender. Scent 
marking in the latter situation may serve to intimidate the opponent 
and stimulate the performing animal to attack (halls iy.l).
Muskoxen s p e n d  comparatively little of their time in play. Typic­
ally, play was restricted to young animals. Table 7 shows the age 
classes of animals engaging in oouts of play behavior. Only 6 of the 
47 observations involved adults. There is a tendency for yearlings to 
play with yearlings avid calves vl th calves (Table 7). Calves and 
yearlings tended to associate with members of their ovr age class more 
frequently than with others in activities besides play also.
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Table 7. Age clasaes of animals engaging in play.
Class of Animals
b umibej:__cji Ot: sj 
Alone
■>rvation-'
Social
Adult 2 0
Adult with Yearling ------ 4
Yearling
'j 30
Yearling with Calf
-~ 5
Calf
1 12
General sexual and agon is« ic behavior patterns were displayed by 
young calves early in the spring. As Ceist (1971) suggests, animals 
may be born witn tlie basic, pat terns of clashing and mounting and acquire 
the more elaborate details with age and experience.
As rutting behavior began to occupy increasing importance in the 
lives of adult animals there was a correspondir,g increase in the numoer 
of sexual and agonistic patterns used in play. In the. late summer both 
calves and yearlings performed mounting with pelvic thrusting, chin up, 
head swing, horning the ground and head tilt. Figure 46 shows how the. 
peak occurrence of these behaviors in play coincided with the height 
of rutting activity among adults. Young animals may either be incor­
porating behavior associated with the rut: in their daily activities 
through imitation or they may be afi .acted by changing hormone levels 
in the same way as adults.
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Figure 46. Frequency of sexual and agonistic patterns performed 
in social play.
f i n a l  d i s c u s s i o n  a n d  c o n c l u s i o n s
The Functional Si griif loanee qif Courts nip
Sexual reproduction, in its simplest terms, involves a transfer 
of genetic materials be tv car. two individuals of a. species. Courtship 
ritual has evolved for the sole purpose of fac:! lie at lag this transfer. 
The proper performance of courtship behavior assures major importance 
in allowing the deposition of viable spevin within the female repro­
ductive trace at the proper stage of her estrus cycle.
Waltaer (1.9 74: 89) has pointed out three behavioral pro blares 
which msst be dealt with before copulation car,, take place. (1) The 
male mast overcome the female’s reaction, either flight or aggression, 
t.o «J.s close approach. (l) He ha~- to worn.?aver her into the subordinate 
posture necessary for copulation. (3) The female- has to overcome the 
males aggressiveness and prevent him from treating her as a defeated 
conspeel fic. 1 ius courts nip requires a delicate balance, between
o iid SKioiniss a or- vvni. zl\ is c t- z i-. mirii-.G by r.bc cnvi.ro1 'ner; L 
and social system of tne species. «k»iofc (1971) differentiates between 
rough and cautious male courtship benavior and lscussgs factors 
wutcii < egnlnte lovers of wale aggression. In many ppecles, aggression 
is required to make the female receptive to the mala (Ewer 1968). How­
ever, undue aggression as maIadaptive in that it may either cause the 
female to withdraw or to respond with an attack. Koskox courtship is
.1.15
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intermediate between the violent behavior of the Camelidae and the 
extreme caution shown by certain territorial ant elopes .
Males of species which exhibit. cautious courtship behavior 
(mountain goaf , mountain sheep: Geist I % 4 ,  1971) have developed an 
approach posture for use in sexual contact.s which is the antithesis 
of their offensive display. According to Geist, these have developed 
in the case of goats to avoid a dangerous attach which could kill or 
cripple the male and in the sheep to prevent the c. e frcn running from 
the ram. Male muskoxen do not have a comparable display to rerwnunicnte 
their intentions in a sexual approach. The absence of a display may be 
due to the fact that unlike goats, for example, female muskoxen are 
hardly capable of causing severe injury to the males of thai.r species. 
Furthermore, since the harcoi ; ysvcm encourages regular contact h r t  on 
the bull and cow for a long period cf time before cows come into estrus, 
females become accustomed to the. bull's approach and learn to react in 
an appropriate manner, hovertheless, the harem system selects agcinst 
undue levels of male aggression bec,..jse these would be destructive to 
the hareru itself. The gradual courtship seen in muskoxen tends to 
preserve the integrity of the harem by avoiding sudden changes in the
relationship cf the bull toward the cows.
In short, the major function of the extended courtship period in 
muskoxen seems to bo to allow the cow i ime to habituate to Lha presence
of t.he bull. Courtship also provides immediate reward for the bull which
reinforces his drive to maintain the structure of the harem over the 
period urior to cocul.ition.
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Implicat 1 ons__o f the iIni_om_ Socljxl. Sy s tern
Muskox socia1 organization changes considerably due to the rut. 
Closed harem groups are in major contrast with the open structure of 
muskox herds throughout most of the \ o a r .
Many of the gregarious ungulates employ variations of the harem, 
breeding system: red deer (Cerviis elap bus, liar ling 1937), elk (Ccrvur.
canadensis, Altnann 1952, 1956a, Struhsaker 1967), chamois (Hut .leapt a 
rupi capra, Altifiann 1956b, Kr'liter 1969), p i n n a  zebra (Lquus <J.uagig3) , 
mcuntaiu zebra (E. zebra) , and A si at I c wild ass (th tie ml onus) (tklinge t.
1974), horse (E. przawalukli, T yler 19 72, K1ingel 1974) , Grant’s gazelle 
(Gazelle. granti_, Walther 196 5) and r.on-miereiory reindeer (Ranglfer 
tarandus, bspirork 1964) to no .me a tew. These spec? es cover a broad 
range of taxonomic groups and inhabit widely varying; nabitais, yet ail 
possess similar breeding systems.
Orians (1969) maintains that polygyny S s always advan t ag eous to the 
male. Dovnhover and Armitag?. (1962) have shown that in certain cases 
increasing numbers of females 'in the harem, actual]}/ reduces the relative 
fitness of the male by introducing female competition. They contend 
that for their: study peculation, -actiogamy is the optimal female strategy. 
In muskoxen neither of these latter contentious apply. It is advanta­
geous for a Lull to breed as many females as possible, as Orians suggests 
However, there are certain qualiticntiono which mcsf be made. The 
physical pressures imposed on the harem bull tore somewhat proportional 
to the number of c.ows in his haven. Bulls go into a negative energy 
balance during the rut. Teal (1.959) and Hubert (IS 74) have shown that
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bulls lose weight. steadily (broughout the pei-iod of the rut even in 
captivity. Figure 28 shoes how the t.ir.o allocated to feeding and 
resting declined and was superseded by courtship activity. Herding 
behavior places a significant dev;and on the builds energy reserves, 
particularly as barem size increases. When this energy drain is added 
to the requirements or intraspeciiic corub it (which Is not a function 
of harem size) the total doiTcma it;ay ha extrema. In fact, ir is possible 
that a very fit bull who cakes possession of a harem early in the season 
may be so exhausted by the demands cr the rut that he could be detested 
by a lesser bull. If a bull exp ends, too much energy during the rue he 
may enter the winter in such a depleted state that his chances tor 
survival would be reduced. It his pret>ability of obtaining a harem in 
the following year is low, then his besi: strategy would be to maximize 
his reproductive effort: in the one year even though it mignt result in 
his death. However, if there is a chance that he will be permitted to 
breed in subsequent years, then he should be expected to limit: his 
energy expenditure in order to maintain sufficient, physical reserves to 
compete the next year. Sfr.ce. the demands of intraspecifie combat are 
beyond his control, the only way he can vary energy repuicementc is in 
his herding effort. Because larger harems will fracture without the 
constant attent ion of the bull , the amount, of energy the bull is able, 
to allocate to herding iitpa-'ts an upper limit on the site of the ha ram.
FemaJcs benefit from polygyny .in several ways. By mating with a 
bull which has proven his ability to dominate other males they increase 
the probability that their mule pro- go ay will acquire the traits which
axe essential for male coiTnv.P.xit. ton. In fn.Ls ■-?a) , by im.reas.'-.ng ...he 
odds that, their male offspring will reproduce, they enhance their own 
relative fitness. During the rut herd behavior is also important from 
the standpoint of predator defense and calf survival as it is at other 
times of the year. Gray (1973) has shown that muskoxen in groups are 
essentially invulnerable to wolf attack unless they take flight.
As I stated in preceding sections the harem bull tends to stabilize 
the herd’s fright response and inbit31 stampedes.
The harem system is particularly- suitable for muskoxen because they 
are normally found at very low densities. b.Lnce breeding &i°ap?> ire 
established wall before cows come into astrus the chances chat s. 
fertile cow will not 'nave access to a bull are decreased.
Because the dominant male 13 constantly monitotin,% cbe female 
throughout her est/.us cycle two of the general problems cf courtship ~  
the detection of estrus and. the sy rer'.w 1 actior ;--1 mcno and fe.r.ate 
behavior —  are easily accommodated. This is reflected in the tact 
that females do not display elaborate signs of recepticity.
The Karera as _Ter ri_t ory
Noble (1939) gave the following simple definition regarding 
territorial behavior: "terrato^y is a defended area." Burt (1943, 1949) 
accepted this bet expanded upon it to distinguisb territory from home 
range. "Home range Is the area usually around a homes ice, over 'which 
the onini'tl. normal iv travels Iv search of food. fem.tory is the protected 
part of the home range or on.iv the nest. Every r.inci of aniir.nl trav be
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said to have a home range, stationary or shifting, only those that 
protect some part of the. home range by fighting cr aggressive gestures 
from others of their kind during soma phase of their lives, may be said 
to have territories" (Burt 1943,35).
Carpenter (1953) in an excellent review of the concept recognized 
the great variability .in the behavior among the diverse groups which 
display it and suggested that territoriality be viewed ’’primarily as a 
behavioral system which is expressed in a spatiai-1cmporal frame of 
reference." Harem defense would seem *:o fit into the genera] framework 
of territorial behavior. Espmark (1964) and Ewer (1958) both ascribe 
territorial attributes to the defense ui a harem. The important aspect 
of territoriality is not that a specific geographical area is controlled 
but, as Graf (19 56) points out, rite fact that an individual of a 
species recognizes a space as his exclusive property and restricts access 
to it.
Seen in this l i g h t ,  scent marking by muskoxen takes on a new meaning. 
Animals with fixed territories of ter. use scent as sign posts to delineate 
their territories. The function of these sign posts is to intimidate 
encroaching members of the same species. Bull maskoxan mark their own 
bodies by gland-rubbing them when an intruder enters the area around the 
bar cm. It' is common knot/ledge tint: territorial animals arc more likely 
to win fights on the i r own territory. Therefore, this type of marking 
may act as a reassurance that ho vs on home ground. Although gland- 
rubbing no doubt ha:: more than one meaning (see Gray' 1973) the analogy 
to territorial marking is striking. Male reindeer respond in a very
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similar wanner: by depositing strongly scented urine on the hind legs 
when another bull approaches the hare;:; (Espmark 1964).
SexuaJ. jl elect ion rnd_the Harca: Bull
Muskozen are species which exhibit strong sexual dimorphism.
Data on weights of animals collected in the wild are scarce, pari tally 
due to the difficulties of weighing large animals under field conditions. 
Wilkinson (1973) reports that mature cows are two-thirds the weight 
of mature bulls. According to the Jannan-Bell hypothesis (Jarman 1963, 
Bell 1971, as cited in Geist 197i), optimum body size for an ungulate 
species is a function of forage quality and abundance. Since both 
sexes exploit the same, food rcsomce, one would expect that they would 
have evolved similar proport'one if envxrontacnta.l factor ; were the 
exclusive determinants. Given Amadon’s (1959) premise that body size 
of females is a ref .tec cion of euvl reamer, tally inpeved •selective pressures 
it would appear that the increased size of males may actually be detri­
mental to the survival of the individual.
Because only a small minority of bulls are able to breed, acquisi­
tion of a harem assumes paramount importance. Harem bulls exert a 
disproportionate influence on gene frequencies in the population. Thus 
it can easily be seen why select ion would have favored traits which 
are necessary for reproductive success even at the expense of onviron- 
lr.en t a 1 a G a p t a t. i o u .
Males would experience greatest difficulties in winter when both 
rexes ’nave a reduced forage resource available to the®, because they
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must maintain a substantially larger mass on that forage. Since both
sexes bave similar glazing and digestive efficiencies (Hubert 1974), 
the unmet energy requirements of bulls would be proportionately greater. 
Since adult males may be one-third larger than adult lenales (Wilkinson 
1973) in. order for the net energy balance to be equal for both sexes, 
either the energy required per kilogram for maintenance of males must 
be much lover or their gross energy intake must: he greatly increased,
It is unlikely that energy requirement;; would differ in thin way
between sexes. In average winters it also is unlikely that bulls would
be able to increase their intake of forage sufficiently to make up the 
difference. Hubert (1974) has shown that during the months of January, 
February and 1 larch on Devon Is land bulls lost weight at a greater rate 
than did cows, even though many of the cows were pregnant. Thus it
would seem that bulls might be at a relative disadvantage in mile winters
where fairly extensive feeding areas were avallabia and competition 
was insignificant. However, whet winter forage was very restricted, 
their physical strength and dominance could allow them to displace 
females from feeding areas and monopol.5 n; the limited food source.
That sexual selection can impart ncn-adaetive characteristics 
was demonstrated by Sa.lander (1965) for the great-tailed grackle.
Orfans (1969) has argued that nr.te selection is th e primary force 
which determines which male will breed .bich female or females. In 
muskoxen it appears! that selectivity is of minor importance and that 
male competition is the major mechanism vhicii is responsible for mate 
selection. From a bchavioi al s t a r i d o o i n t  two factors determine the
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relative fitness of a boll. aut.kox (assuming equal ability to produce 
fertile matings) : (1) the ability to acquire a harem; and (.2) the
ability to defend it against competitors and natural dispersal until 
cows are bred. Chai acteriscics which are apj ropristo to these goals 
and consequently should be selected for are (1) large body sire, (2) 
efficient weapons for intraspecific combat, and (3) high levels of 
male aggression. These three traits are under selection by male 
competition.
Body weight is of great importance due to the muskox's mode of 
fighting. From a theoretical grouts curve Hubert (19 74:59) has suggested 
that bulls attain maximum b o d y  weignt at six or seven years. This 
coincides with the average age of the heron, hull which was obtained in 
the present work. Thus it would see™ that the best competitor in 
muskox cc-mbats, the harem bull, has reached his maximum weight yet is 
still young enough to possess sp ad and agility. Grist (1371) compared 
the techniques used in sheep c'c/.bat to that of a practitioner of karate. 
Intraspecific battles in muskoxen car. be more aptly compared to sumo 
wrestling. The antagonists strive to accelerate mass maximally and 
throw it against: their opponents. In muskox fights as in sumc, large 
body si ze offers an unmistakabl« advantage. The precise timing and 
exquisite use of the horns Ge.fst (1971) describes fcr sheep arc not: 
present, in muskox r ignts . 11 icy are simple exhibitions of mass and power.
The horns have evolved as the exclusive organs of combat in the 
muskox. Overall the horns are si?:.’jar in both sexes, which implies 
that they serve a comparable function in both. Males and females both
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havc the sharply pointed, upcurving shaft which is used against the 
animal’s principal predator, the wolf. Long association between these 
two species has produced in the muskox an efficient weapon which com­
bined with appropriate defensive tactics offers a formidable protection 
against attack by wolves (Cray 1973). both caribou and muskoxen inhabit 
similar environments. Both have evolved under pre.dstici'/ by wolves.
Horev ?r, caribou run from wolves while- muskoxen slant, and face them.
This difference in predator defense strategy is probably due to the 
larger bode size of the muskox which allows them to battle -reIves 
successfully (Ceist 1974).
By its structure the horn would .appear to be best adapted, to side­
ways , stabbing movements. Tne observat ions of Hacmilian (.to Ad lan 19j.3) 
and Pederson (19bd) of defensive techniques against sled dogs confirms 
this. The behavior of muskoxen when threatened is to bsck together and 
present the potential attacker witn the hoav: ly armed htsd. •••71:cn aloru: 
they sometimes buck against, banks or earth or boulders. V-bea a group 
is faced with threat.:: from several sides this tendency to lace c-utward 
results in the classic circular defense, formation.
Males have developed ar. era.”a process on the horn welch is of 
little importance in interspecific defense. That: is the tnicicened horny 
carapace at: the horn base.. D o  s struct ure receives the impact of the 
blow in male dominance battles. Alien (1913) reports that maximum 
deflection of the horns in bulls is reached at four years. however, 
bone deposit ion at the bnso of the horn cores is most active at five to 
seven veers , a o i n: 1 d i r. t .-.cilh the period of r.o;: t a c t : vt re: 1 c competition
for harems.
Thus the horn of the muskox can be cour’derec to comprise two 
distinct weapons. One which, is possessed by both sexes is a truly 
lethal weapon to be used against predators. The second, found only 
in bulls, serves to protect: the head from the extreme force of the 
clash.
Two sots of behavior have developed for use in inter- and ir:: ra~ 
s pacific agonis M e  encounters. Geist f19ne) considers that head to 
flank lateral engagements such as those used by present-day mountain 
goats represent, primitive ungulate fighting methods. Vicious fig .its 
in this manner could be expected to cause serious iniury or death
to one or both of the combatants. Consequently, animals such as the
mountain goat (Geist 1964) have, developed social displays which reduce 
actual fighting. Because of the great difference in the: fitness of 
harem owning and non-harem owning muskox nulls, male competition assumes 
par amount import once . However, as Geist (J.9 / i , j.9/4; po tuts out, 
damaging intraspecific combat is particularly non-auuptive for species 
such as muskoxen which have low replacement rates.
Tims we see a compromise in the evolution of weapons and ocfonsive 
behavior to reduce: injuries during conflict. In animals whic.n use the 
head-flank attack a thickened dermal shield has been developed over the 
vulnerable areas of the Body, iiuskoj.en have weapons which are as deadly 
as those of the. mountain goat, yet they have abandoned the lateral shield 
an d the. of fens J v o £ I a n k a t t: a ck.
It is not altruism or. the port of the attacker which makes muskox
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contests relatively bloodless. Rather, it is the skill of the 
defender. Bulls are very accurate in catching their opponent's charge 
with, the horn boss. If in pushing, the horns lose contact, they wheel 
around to prevent him from gaining the head-flank orientation which 
would allow him to hook. Furthermore, a bull which is in a position 
to use the horn tip against his opponent!s flank is vulnerable to a 
sir.] 1.1 or attack.
Thus it can be seen chat muskoxen have achieved a virtual elimina­
tion of physically damaging combat without sacrificing the utility of 
their weapons. Fountain sheep have evolved morphological and behavioral 
adaptations which reduce damage in itiiraspeclfic combat but in the 
process, have reduced the effectiveness of their horns against predators.
The Role of Lone Bulls .
Polygyny restricts breeding to a small minority of bulls. Ibis 
leaves a large number of adult males In the. population which are unable 
to acquire harems. In the 1973 populati.on estimated at 532 (Lent 1974) 
there were only about 50 to 60 harem bulls. This meant that 135 to 145 
mature bulls were not directly reopensiLie for breeding. What then is 
the importance of this group to the population?
The muskox social, system is set up in such a way that. if. acts as 
a rigorous sorting mechanism for male character!e tics. (.one bulls 
provide a pool of genetic variability which is necessary for selection. 
The more adult: bulls in the population, the more intense, the competition 
for harems. Even during the rut when segregation of breeding from
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non-breedi ng m a 1 o s is .-it: its g ''a a l a ? t If cannot be assumed l.ha.\. those 
which are not with hat eras are nor 1 rpc-t. ant to the reproduction of the 
species. Much interchange o': harem hr..I Is cakes piece tnroughout the 
rut and a bull which is with a harem at a particular time is not neces­
sarily the one1 ohich wi 11 serve the cows. The popular conception tnat 
lone bulls are all old seni.lt. individuals is patent Ly fa tse (Table 5}.
A bull which is alone early in she rut may breed in rhe next year or 
even later on in that year. Reducing tire irate population to cue minimuTii 
required for reproduction would weaken, this social sera...iron mt.chtnrsm 
and may help to maintain hereditary traits in the population which 
would have been strongly selected against under normal conditions,
It has been argued in the past that adult sox ratios on Kurdvak 
have become abnurmr- lly skewed in favcr of males (Spencer and Lor. sink 
1970). In order to test the validity of. the basic premise fthnt sex 
ratios are in fact abnormal) it is necessary to compare them to data 
from other muskox population?. Unfortunately, little u.tnolo information 
is available. There are no data at a ‘l for Greenland populations 
(Foul He.n tic risen 1974, personal coa,nur'1 cation) . Published information 
on Canadian muskoxen is present:ad in table 1. These figures must 
be regarded with certain reservations. Complications inherent in the 
basic data such as email sample si?.n, failure to define which an imals 
are included in adult categories cud the. problems associated with summer 
surveys which leave many animals tmclass it led and tend to miss lone 
bulls, make interpreter ion difficult. Cray (1977) arrived at ratios 
of 123:100 con piloting an inc. Is four years and above in his study
3.20
population on Bathurst Island. Hubert (1974) on Devon Island found 
ratios of 109:100 in 1970 and Id '•>: 100 in 1971 ccnsidering bulls four 
years and older to cows three-years-plos. My own data from the summer 
or 1973 show adult, sex ratio'- c 1: 111:100 and 106.100 comparing the. sase 
.age groups. Recent, information from Nelson Island which contains an 
increasing population derived from transplants off Nunivak also .shows 
a p .edominance of males.
Looking at the available data there is no justiiication tor the 
assumption that adult sex-ratios on Nunivak ate usually shifted in 
favor of males. Free ranging populations may display sex ratios which 
differ slight'.y from equality in either direction.
In actual significance for reproduct ion, the Nunivak pop \M at •an 
may be even less, skewed than Canadian popu.lati--ns with similar compo­
sition. Because cows breed at 2 years of age and frequently produce 
calves in successive years (Spencer and Lensink 1970, Lent 1974), the 
proportion of sexually active females to bulls in any one year may in 
fact be higher than it is in areas where female fertility j.s not so gra.
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